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Hello and welcome once again to 
Electrical India. 

India is slated to be one of the fastest 
growing economies in the world. The 
economy grew at 8.2% in the April-June 
quarter of the current fiscal on strong 
performance of manufacturing and 
agriculture sectors. It is expected to 
continue this growth momentum with 
the range of 8-10% in near future.

This strong economic growth will drive 
electricity demand in India thanks to 
rapid urbanisation and industrialisation. 
The Government of India’s focus on 
attaining ‘Power for all’ is expected to 
further fuel the demand for power.

India has the fifth largest power generation capacity in the world and it ranks third 
globally in terms of electricity production. However, the country, once projected to 
be the power surplus, is reeling under power shortage. As many as 17 states are 
reeling under acute power shortage. A shortfall in coal supply has come to afflict 
scores of power plants in India. 

Already under severe power shortage, Maharashtra is now facing another 
challenge. Coal scarcity is causing low production and loss of units. According to 
data from the Central Electricity Authority (CEA), as on 1st November, out of the 
total 15 thermal power plants in the state, 12 were running on coal stocks that 
would last less than 5 days. Of these, 11 are running on ‘supercritical’ coal stocks 
which is less than three days’ stock. This demands urgent intervention from the 
concerned ministries.

In addition, the financial health of Indian DISCOMs has been a cause of concern. 
According to the CEA report, “Management and financial inefficiency, especially 
in state power utilities, have adversely affected capacity addition and system 
improvement programme.” The government should ensure effective implementation 
of the reforms that were announced to improve financial health of the DISCOMs.

Electrical India is entering the 59th golden year of its publishing in January, 2019. 
To mark this milestone, we are coming up with the Annual Issue of the magazine 
in December. A voluminous issue of over 200 pages will cover almost all aspects of 
power and electrical industry featuring detail insights to keep our readers abreast 
of the latest industry trends. We would like to invite you to voice your opinions on 
this sector. 

Do send me your comments at miyer@charypublications.in

Publisher & Editor-In-Chief

PUBLISHER’S LETTER

Chary Publications Pvt. Ltd.
906, The Corporate Park, Plot 14 & 15, 
Sector 18, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400703
Phone: 022 2777 7170 / 71
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MIDEL 7131
 
The world-leading fire safe, 

biodegradable, synthetic organic 

transformer fluid, MIDEL 7131 has 

exceptionally high moisture tolerance, 

enabling it to extend cellulose 

insulation life. It is used in a wide 

range of transformers up to 433kV. 

Perfectly suited for non-breathing 

and free-breathing transformers (due 

to its excellent oxidation stability), 

MIDEL 7131 offers the ability to safely 

increase transformer loading or 

reduce transformer size.

The MIDEL family of ester transformer fluids - 
delivering fire safety and environmental 

protection to India’s power sector.

MIDEL eN 1215
 
MIDEL eN 1215 is an excellent 

dielectric fluid because it has a high 

fire point, making it demonstrably 

safer than mineral oil. Environmentally 

friendly, MIDEL eN 1215 is made 

from renewable vegetable oil (soya), 

and is also non-toxic and readily 

biodegradable. In addition, MIDEL 

eN 1215 offers superior moisture 

tolerance and has the potential to 

increase the lifetime of cellulose 

based solid insulation, which in turn 

can extend transformer life.

MIDEL eN 1204
 
MIDEL eN 1204 is a natural ester 

liquid (rapeseed) with a high fire 

point that significantly increases 

fire safety and reduces the need 

for fire protection equipment. It is 

sustainably sourced and readily 

biodegradable, enabling reductions 

in containment measures. MIDEL eN 

1204 has a pour point around 13°C 

lower than the soya-based natural 

ester, making it ideal for cooler 

climates.

SYNTHETIC AND NATURAL ESTER TRANSFORMER FLUIDS 

+91 11 41101845-47 - midelsales@mimaterials.com - www.mimaterials.com
M&I Materials India Pvt Ltd. Unit No. 504, 5th Floor, Elegance Tower, Jasola District Center, Jasola, New Delhi, 110 025 India
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National News

Chief Executive Officer of Soft Bank 
Group Masayoshi Son addressed the 
plenary session of the 2nd Global 

Renewable Energy Investment Meeting and 
Expo, (REINVEST- 2018) organised by the 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy.

The First Assembly of International Solar 
Alliance (ISA); the 2nd IORA Renewable Energy 
Ministerial Meeting and the 2nd Global Renewable 
Energy Investment Meeting and Expo, (REINVEST- 
2018) held at India Expo Mart, Greater Noida, UP, from 
3rd to 5th October 2018. Making a presentation at the 
occasion Chief Executive Officer, SoftBank Group 

Masayoshi Son, said, “We are no more one 
nation in this mission, but 121 nations 
involved in bringing a change. I get involved 
as the chairman of task force, sharing three 
outcomes- solar innovation platforms, solar 
technology centres and finally connecting 
people with power. Cost of Solar power 

generation is much cheaper in India compared to rest 
of the world. I will give free power from solar power 
projects after 25 years of PPA to all ISA member 
countries. We’re investing in tech and innovation so 
that we can harness solar energy efficiently to provide 
free power to communities across the world.”  

Softbank CEO Masayoshi Son Offers Free Electricity after 25 Years

R K Singh, Minister of State (IC) for Power and 
New & Renewable Energy announced an award 
scheme under Saubhagya to felicitate the 

DISCOMs or Power Department of the States and 
their employees for achieving 100 per cent household 
electrification in their area of operations. Awards 
would be provided for achieving 100 per cent 
household electrification at DISCOM or Power 
Department level of the states. Eight states which 
have already achieved more than 99 per cent 
household electrification prior to launch of Saubhagya 
(Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Goa, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Kerala, Punjab and Tamil Nadu), are ineligible 
for participation under the award scheme. All the 

remaining States and their Discoms are eligible for 
the award.

Award will be given in three categories, (i) DISCOMs 
/ Power Departments of Special Category States 
(which includes seven North Eastern States, Sikkim, 
J&K and Uttarakhand); (ii) DISCOMs or Power 
Departments of other than Special Category States 
(which include Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, 
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, 
Rajasthan, Telengana, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal) 
having more than 5 Lakh un-electrified households 
and (iii) DISCOMs / Power Departments of other than 
Special Category States having less than 5 lakh 
un-electrified households. 

Govt Launches Award Scheme under Saubhagya

GE Power announced that its technology has 
been selected by NTPC and Tata Chemicals to 
upgrade two coal-fired boilers in India with low 

NOx firing system. This is the first installation of this 
technology in India and it will be implemented at 
NTPC’s 2x490 thermal plant in Dadri, Uttar Pradesh 
and the 136 TPH Boiler Tata project in Mithapur, 
Gujarat. GE Power’s technology can help reduce NOx 
generation by up to 40 per cent from current levels in 
these units.

With more than 170 GW of India’s coal-fired fleet 
operating on sub-critical levels, the implementation of 
this low NOx boiler technology can help the country 
reduce its NOx by up to 50 per cent from the current 
level. GE Power also has the technology to reduce 

NOx levels even further by using secondary measures 
like SCRs (selective catalytic reduction) which together 
with the low NOx boiler technology can reach 
reductions of more than 95 per cent.

“This is the first order by any utility or industrial 
company in India for the firing system modification to 
reduce the NOx generation at the primary source of 
combustion boilers,” said Andrew DeLeone, Managing 
Director, GE Power India. 

“The success of these projects will benchmark the 
technology and technical specifications for future low 
NOx firing system modification in India. GE’s state-of-
the-art technology can play a major role in making the 
thermal power plants efficient and environment 
friendly.” 

 GE Power to Deliver India’s First Low NOx Boiler Technology for Thermal Plants



Indian Electrical & Electronics Manufacturers' Association

A MEGA ELECTRICAL EVENT IN MUMBAI

DISTRIBUELEC 2019
DISTRIBUELEC, IEEMA's large electrical exhibition in Mumbai will 

bring in Utility, Consumer, Electrical Operational Technology (OT) and 

IT together. Shape the future of India's power distribution, be there. 

India’s only Exhibition on Hi-Tech Power Distribution

Third Edition

4-6 February 2019
Bombay Exhibition Centre, Goregaon East, Mumbai

For registration, contact: Mr. Murli Krishna: +919980053992, murlikrishna@ieema.org 

For details, log on to: www.distribuelec.ieema.org
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National News

Suzlon Group announced the installation and 
commissioning of India’s tallest Wind Turbine 
Generator (WTG) with a Hybrid Concrete Tubular 

(HCT) Tower. The first prototype of S120 – 140m HCT 
has been commissioned at the Tirunelveli site in Tamil 
Nadu. J P Chalasani, Group CEO, Suzlon Group said, 
“The Indian wind energy market is evolving due to the 
transition to competitive bidding and it has become 
crucial for us to offer technologically advanced 
products that are best suited for sites in India and 
ensure higher return on investment (RoI) to our 
customers. We continue to invest in R&D with an aim 
to develop innovative products that reduce the 

levelised cost of energy (LCoE). We pioneered the 
country’s first Hybrid Lattice Tubular (HLT) Tower in 
2014 and now introduce the country’s tallest Hybrid 
Concrete Tubular Tower.”  Duncan Koerbel, Chief 
Technology Officer (CTO), Suzlon Energy, said, “Our 
R&D efforts are concentrated on innovation across 
the board, be it in tower technology, blades or control 
systems with a single point focus on reducing the 
LCoE. Suzlon does not believe in one size fits all and is 
providing solutions for the whole country. We are 
capitalising on tried and tested 2.1 MW platform and 
manufacturing operations and making it even better 
with a new 120 meter rotor. ” 

Suzlon Commissions India’s Tallest Hybrid Concrete Tubular Towera

The first load of fly ash 
reached Pandu Port in 
Assam successfully 

transporting fly ash from NTPC 
Kahalgaon in Bihar. NTPC along 
with team of Inland Waterways 
Authority of India (IWAI), 
Ministry of Shipping agreed on 
the transportation of fly ash 
through Inland Waterways to North-East state to be 
used by Star Cement Limited in cement manufacturing. 
This endeavour will also establish the water highway 
route from Kahalgaon to Pandu in Assam via 
Bangladesh border helping transportation of other 
goods also. NTPC, Thus, it supports new initiative of 

First Load Of Fly Ash Reaches Pandu Port from NTPC Kahalgaon

Essar Power has commissioned the 
337-km Mahan-Sipat transmission 
line, the final leg of a 465-km 

transmission system consisting of three 
interstate transmission lines that have 
been built at an investment of Rs 2,400 
crore. The 400 kV lines will help Essar 
Power’s 1,200 MW Mahan Thermal Power 
plant in Madhya Pradesh to evacuate its 
entire generation. The Mahan-Sipat 
transmission line is part of the Inter State 
Transmission System (ISTS) that has been built by 
Essar Power Transmission Company Ltd. (EPTCL), an 
arm of Essar Power. It extends from Mahan in Madhya 

Pradesh to the Sipat pooling station in 
Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, which is connected 
to the National Grid. “The commissioning of 
these transmission lines is a major 
milestone for Essar Power, and will help us 
access a nationwide market for the power 
generated from our Mahan plant. It has 
also helped establish our presence as a key 
player in the power transmission sector,” 
said Pradeep Mittal, Executive Vice 
Chairman, Essar Power Ltd. 

Essar’s power generation capacity now stands at 
3,830 MW across six coal- and gas-fired plants in India 
and one in Canada. 

Essar Power Commissions 400 kV Mahan-Sipat Transmission Line

water highways towards 
nation’s growth as well. 

About 1235 tonne of Fly 
Ash was loaded at NTPC 
Kahalgaon and was 
transported to Pandu Port via 
Kolkata through National 
Waterways one and two via 
IBP (Indo Bangla) rout. 

Sustainable fly ash utilisation is one of the key 
initiative at NTPC. There is a huge demand for fly ash 
but due to the limitation of transporting it through 
only railway system, not enough can be utilised. This 
successful operation will help to enhance and give 
impetus to the fly ash utilisation. 
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Company News

Bosch Energy and Building Solutions Wins REI 2018 Award

Bosch Energy and Building 
Solutions was declared the 
winner of the ‘Leading EPC - 

Solar Rooftop’ award on September 
17 at the Renewable Energy India 
Awards 2018. The award recognises 
excellence and innovation in the 
Indian solar industry. The awards 
unveiled industry champions to a global audience on 
the parameters of excellence and innovation in the 
renewable energy space. The recognition reflects the 
company’s consistent commitment towards delivering 
innovative and industry-leading energy solutions.

“Being recognised by Renewable Energy India 

Awards 2018 is a validation of our 
expertise in designing and 
executing rooftop solar solutions. 
Our solar and energy efficiency 
solutions have helped us in actively 
contributing to their sustainability 
goals,” said Mohandas 
Mekanapurath - Business Head, 

Bosch Energy and Building Solutions India.
Since 2011, Bosch Energy and Building Solutions 

has enabled more than 180 distinct customers from 
the commercial and industrial segment in offsetting 
an equivalent of around 280,000 metric tons of CO2 
emissions through customised energy solutions.   

KEC International Wins New Order of Rs 1,496 crore

KEC International has 
secured new turnkey order 
of Rs 1,496 crore in its 

Transmission & Distribution 
business in Bangladesh for 
design, supply and installation of 
400 kV  Meghnaghat – 
Madunaghat Double Circuit Transmission Line.

Vimal Kejriwal, MD & CEO, KEC International 
commented, “We are very happy with the order win in 
the international market in our core T&D business. 
With this large order win, Bangladesh is emerging as 
a major growth driver in the SAARC region. This order 

along with the orders announced 
earlier during the year, reaffirms 
our confidence in achieving the 
targeted growth.”

KEC International is a global 
infrastructure Engineering, 
Procurement and Construction 

(EPC) major. It has presence in the verticals of Power 
Transmission and Distribution, Railways, Civil, Solar, 
Smart Infrastructure, and Cables. Globally, the 
Company has delivered infrastructure projects in 64 
countries. It is the flagship company of the RPG 
Group.  

GE Wins Engineering Service Provider of the Year Award

Delhi International Airport Limited (DIAL) 
recognised GE with the ‘Engineering Service 
Provider of the Year’ award for the year 2017-

2018. The award was given to GE Power’s Grid 
Solutions Services team for providing outstanding 
services to operate and maintain the power 
distribution system at Indira Gandhi International 
Airport (IGIA), Terminal 3 in New Delhi. The winners 
were recommended by an external independent 
agency that DIAL had appointed to study the key 
performance indicators of all their engineering service 
providers. This is the second consecutive year that GE 
has received this coveted award from DIAL. The 
project is being executed by GE T&D India (GETDIL), 
the listed entity of GE Power’s Grid Solutions business 

in India. According to Airports Council International 
(ACI) ASQ 2017 rankings, the IGI Airport ranks number 
one in the world for airport service quality. With over 
63 million passengers flying through the Delhi airport 
in 2017, it has now surpassed Changi, Incheon and 
Bangkok airports in terms of passenger growth. It is 
now among the top 20 busiest airports across the 
world and the largest in India.

In commenting, Sunil Wadhwa, Managing Director 
- GETDIL and Regional leader for GE’s Grid Solutions in 
South Asia said, “We are pleased that DIAL is satisfied 
with our services. Our team has been working 24x7 - 
for 8 consecutive years now - to ensure uninterrupted 
power supply for one of the fastest growing airports 
in the world in terms of passenger traffic. ” 
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Company News

REDEN Solar Completes Refinancing of its Iberian Solar PV Assets

REDEN Solar announced that it 
successfully completed the 
refinancing of its Portuguese 

and Spanish assets, raising a total of 
â‚¬ 100.5m in the process. This 
transaction takes the form of a 
14-year non-recourse financing 
arranged by Natixis SA Sucursal en 
EspaÃ±a. It restructures 13 historic 
loans contracted with five banks and involves around 
fifty photovoltaic power plants in operation in Portugal 
and Spain. 

Thierry Carcel, President of the REDEN Solar Group, 
said, “This refinancing operation was largely facilitated 

by the international reach of the 
Natixis Group, which enabled them 
to coordinate teams in 3 different 
countries and deal with the broad 
scope and complexity of the 
operation. This refinancing not only 
greatly simplifies the debt structure 
of our assets, but also improves our 
economic conditions, and allows us 

to generate a significant cash surplus. This, in turn, 
will enable us to continue to invest in the development 
and acquisition of new plants in the Iberian Peninsula, 
in Latin America, as well as in France, where we 
remain very active.“ 

HPS to Exhibit at Automation Fair 2018

Hammond Power Solutions (HPS) will be 
exhibiting for the 8th consecutive year at the 
Automation Fair event presented by Rockwell 

Automation. This year’s event is being held at the 
Pennsylvania Convention Center on November 14 
and 15 in Philadelphia. The Automation Fair event 
provides attendees and exhibitors alike with an 
opportunity to discover advanced manufacturing 
solutions while gaining expertise in sustainable 
automation and power control systems.  This event 
also highlights industry forums, technical sessions 
and demonstration workshops from industry experts.

HPS will be showcasing multiple product lines at this 
year’s Automation Fair event, including a Cast Resin 

Transformer, DOE 2016 compliant distribution 
transformer, as well as a new Encapsulated Transformer 
for harsh environments. The HPS team will be located in 
Booth #837, where they will be available to speak with 
visitors about how transformers and reactors can help 
with challenges within electrical systems, while improving 
efficiency, power quality and profitability.  

HPS is a North American based company in the 
designing and manufacturing of standard and custom 
electrical dry-type and cast resin transformers and 
reactors. HPS has operations in Canada, United States, 
Mexico, India and Italy, and is an Encompass Partner 
with Rockwell Automation in the Americas and EMEA 
(Europe, Middle East and Africa).  

Toshiba’s New Global Brand Identity to Promote Growth and Development

Toshiba Corporation has unveiled a new global 
brand identity the ‘Essence of Toshiba,’ a 
restatement of its abiding purpose and values. 

The Essence of Toshiba replaces Toshiba’s previous 
group management vision, brand statement and 
brand tagline. The Essence of Toshiba will be applied 
across all Toshiba group companies and in all markets, 
as part of an initiative to harmonise and integrate the 
group’s diverse businesses and operations around 
the world. As a forward-looking and entrepreneurial 
Toshiba continues its business transformation, the 
restated corporate philosophy and new brand identity 
will provide a strong and consistent framework for all 
communication. A summation of core management 

values and the DNA that has shaped the company for 
143 years, the Essence of Toshiba will guide Toshiba 
in building a sustainable future by focusing on 
business domains that support modern life and 
society and creating value with reliable technologies.

The Essence of Toshiba was introduced in-house 
throughout Toshiba’s global organisation on July 1. The 
scope of the rebranding will be revealed through a global 
advertising campaign, a refreshed digital and social 
strategy, along with a full set of branded communications 
materials and assets. Ichiro Hirata, Toshiba’s Corporate 
Vice President and leader of the Brand Project Team, 
said, “We believe these strategic moves will help us 
establish strong foundations for Toshiba’s future. ” 



The DEIF Group: Sales, Training & Competence Centres in 16 Key Markets.

DEIF India Pvt. Ltd., 602, Town Centre II, Andheri, Kurla Road, Sakinaka Andheri (East), Mumbai 400 059 MH, India
Tel.: (+91) 22 4245 2000, Fax: (+91) 22 4245 2020, india@deif.com, www.deif.com

UNIQUE CONTROL SOLUTION FOR 
PV/GENSET HYBRID PLANTS

• Simple graphical configuration

• Maximised PV penetration

• Minimum genset load requirement

• Spinning reserve demand

•  Monitoring and supervision

•  Record-time commissioning with DEIF Emulation

DEIF has a strong track record in developing emergency, standby and 

backup power solutions for mission-critical facilities and businesses.

Designed to serve as a link between photovoltaic (PV) power plants 

and genset power plants, DEIF’s Automatic Sustainable Controller 

(ASC Plant Management) is an automated, safe and reliable control 

solution for PV/genset hybrid plants.

The ASC Plant Management solution is suitable for stand-alone 

applications with or without DEIF controllers and for power 

management applications equipped with DEIF’s AGC Plant 

Management Controllers. It supports numerous communication 

protocols for inverter interfacing, including the widely used SunSpec 

protocol.

SPECIALIST POWER CONTROL SOLUTIONS.

A NEW LINK BETWEEN 
PV & GENSET POWER PLANTS
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International News

Syrma Technology announced the launch of its 
latest and fifth manufacturing plant at Bawal, 
located in the Delhi-Mumbai industrial corridor. 

Built with an investment commitment of USD 10 
million in next three years, this new plant is designed 
to fortify Syrma’s market position within the high-
demand electronics market in India, including 
automotive, industrial, aerospace and defence, and 
healthcare. 

The 26,000 square feet facility has initial capacity to 
assemble over 2,000 square metres of PCBs (Printed 
Circuit Boards)/annum in class 10,000 SMT (Surface 
Mount Technology) clean room, which can be expanded 
up to five times of its present capacity in the next 

three years. At its full capacity, the plant will create 
employment opportunities for over 1,000 people. 
Syrma, a part of Tandon group, has been an export-
oriented business unit for over a decade. Earlier this 
year, the company announced the setting up of this 
facility as part of its foray into the domestic market. 
“With the launch of our new facility, Syrma will be 
positioned to gain a stronger foothold among domestic 
electronics manufacturing in India, for India,” said 
Sreeram Srinivasan, Syrma Technology CEO. “As more 
and more domestic tech-savvy customers crave world-
class and smart products, we’re excited about bringing 
our legacy of innovation and quality to more consumers 
in our home country.” 

Syrma Technology Opens Up New Electronics Manufacturing Plant in Haryana

Ingeteam opened a new facility in the vicinity of 
Chennai to satisfy the demand for wind power 
converters and control cabinets by both local and 

international OEMs with operations in India. 
Located in the Tamil Nadu region, Ingeteam’s new 

3,500 m² facility is equipped with state-of-the-art 
production technology. The production plant in India 
will manufacture electrical components following the 
same stringent standards and processes as Ingeteam’s 
other production facilities in Spain, USA and Brazil. 
The new facility has been specially developed to meet 
the needs of a promising and demanding market, 
such as India. This highly efficient as well as cost-

effective production center is based on a modular 
design and can be easily modified. The production 
lines are extremely agile, so they can quickly be 
adapted to meet new client requirements. In addition, 
the floor space availability will enable Ingeteam to 
expand the facility on demand. Production at the new 
facility started in August. Serial production started in 
October. “With this new plant, we are able to increase 
our delivery of reliable and quality products to wind 
turbine manufacturers in India’s extremely competitive 
market. The decision to manufacture locally was 
marked by the potential of the Indian market," said 
Ana Goyen, Director of Ingeteam Wind Energy.  

Ingeteam Opens New Production Facility for Wind Turbine Components in India

Building Energy and Building 
Energy Holding US through 
its renewable energy 

subsidiary Annapolis Solar Park, 
announced the inauguration of its 
largest solar PV project built in 
North America. Built by EDF 
Renewables, the project is located 
on a closed landfill in the City of Annapolis, Anne 
Arundel County, Maryland. 

With a capacity of 18 MW, the milestone was 
celebrated with an opening ceremony attended by the 
Mayor of Annapolis Gavin Buckley, the County 
Executive Steve Schuh, Building Energy Managing 

Director North America Andrea 
Braccialarghe, EDF Renewables 
Distributed Solutions CEO, Jamie 
Resor, a delegation of the Embassy 
of Italy represented by Maurizio 
Greganti, Deputy Chief of Mission, 
as well as different public 
authorities at the federal, state 

and municipal levels. “Annapolis Solar Park is the 
seventh renewable energy plant commissioned by 
Building Energy in the US and it represents for Building 
Energy the largest PV Solar Project to start operations 
in the country,” said Andrea Braccialarghe, Managing 
Director North America at Building Energy. 

Building Energy Inaugurates Largest Solar Photovoltaic Plant
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International News

The three facilities for an 
overall 128 MW, located in 
Aragon’s Teruel province, are 

expected to enter into operation 
by the end of 2019 and, once fully 
operational, will be able to 
generate 412 GWh annually. The 
three projects, part of the overall 540 MW awarded to 
Enel Green Power España in the Spanish government’s 
May 2017 renewable tender, will involve a total 
investment of approximately 130 million euros. 

Endesa’s renewable energy company Enel Green 
Power España has begun construction of three wind 
farms for a total capacity of 128 MW in the 

municipalities of Muniesa and 
Alacón, in Aragon’s Teruel province. 
The three projects are the 46.8 
MW Muniesa, the 41.4 MW Farlán 
and the 39.9 MW San Pedro de 
Alacón wind farms. The new 
facilities will involve a total 

investment of approximately 130 million euros. “With 
these three projects, we are further expanding our 
presence in Spain’s renewable energy sector and the 
company is committed to bringing its global expertise 
and sustainability leadership to the country,” said 
Antonio Cammisecra, Enel’s Head of Global Renewable 
Energy business line, Enel Green Power (EGP).  

Enel Green Power España Begins Construction of Three Wind Farms in Spain

Schneider Electric announced the launch of a host 
of digitally powered products and solutions to 
build fault free and future ready facilities in India. 

Integrated within its EcoStruxure Power digital 
architecture, the new additions aim at reliable and 
efficient power management through purpose-built 
energy management system, utilising analytics to 
facilitate actionable insights, ensuring near zero 
downtime due to electrical faults by providing high 
accuracy and visibility on electrical systems. 
EcoStruxure Power is part of Schneider Electric’s 
EcoStruxure architecture, an open and interoperable 
system architecture for building, grid, industry, and 

data center customers.
Businesses across today expect improved 

operational efficiency and a commitment that their 
facilities will remain operational and compliant with 
the latest standards and regulations. While technology 
has made its way into every sector, digitisation of 
power management still remains an issue. 

This gives rise not only to productivity and 
profitability issues, but also increases safety concerns 
of the facilities. EcoStruxure Power leverages IoT and 
digital technologies to support partners in the design 
and build phase of construction and engineering 
projects.  

Schneider Electric Reinforces its Commitment towards Efficient Power Management

ReNew Power announced the hiring of three 
senior executives who have joined the 
organisation in leadership roles. These strategic 

appointments are in line with the company’s continued 
focus on strengthening its management team. 

ReNew announced the appointments of Mayank 
Bansal as President – Strategy & Operations, Varun 
Sivaram as Chief Technology Officer, both to be based 
out of its Gurugram office, as well as Stephen O’Rourke, 
who has joined as Managing Director, ReNew North 
America and will be based at the company’s recently 
set up international office in San Francisco, California. 

Mayank will be responsible for developing the 

current and future strategy of the company and all 
capital allocation decisions. 

As CTO, Varun will be responsible for understanding 
and integrating new technologies in existing lines of 
business, identifying new streams of technology 
enabled opportunities and building a culture of 
technology innovation within ReNew. Stephen will be 
driving ReNew’s business in the US market, which the 
company has recently entered. He joins ReNew Power 
from Capitas Energy where he served as the co-founder 
and Managing Partner helping them source, advance 
and sell more than 300MW of mid-stage and greenfield 
utility scale projects in less than two years.  

ReNew Power Announces Three Strategic Hires
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Appointments

Thor Industries Names Amelia A. Huntington to Board of Directors

Thor Industries, Inc. 
announced the appointment 
of Amelia A. Huntington to 

serve on its Board of Directors 
effective October 11. Ms. 
Huntington joins the Board after 
concluding a 30-year career in the global energy 
management and lighting industries, most recently 
serving as CEO, Philips Lighting America.

“It is an honour to join this world-class team at 
such an exciting moment for the outdoor recreational 
vehicle industry,” said Ms. Huntington. “Thor is a 
dynamic and growing company, building North 
America’s premier recreational vehicles and guiding 
the global industry into the next chapter of outdoor 
lifestyle, exploration and adventure.”

Thor Industries is the world’s most innovative 
outdoor recreational vehicle company. With an 
unwavering focus on product design and research, 
Thor continues to attract younger and more diverse 
consumers and in 2017 manufactured more than 

half of North America’s entire 
shipped inventory. In September 
of this year, Thor announced the 
pending strategic acquisition of 
Erwin Hymer Group, Europe’s 
most prestigious and largest 

manufacturer of RVs with $2.9 billion in annual 
revenue, extending Thor’s global reach with an 
unmatched portfolio of brands, diverse products, 
and an unsurpassed dealer network.

“With Amy’s decades of experience and successful 
track record in corporate leadership and industrial 
manufacturing, Thor will continue to lead the 
recreational vehicle industry and be the catalyst to 
connect more families and friends to the outdoors,” 
said Thor President and CEO Bob Martin. 

“Additionally, Amy’s history of civic engagement 
and past affiliation as a board member of the U.S. 
National Parks New York Harbor Conservancy 
strategically aligns with our company positioning 
and passions.” 

Innowatts Appoints Krishnan Kasiviswanathan as Chief Commercial Officer

Innowatts  announced the appointment 
of Krishnan Kasiviswanathan as its Chief 
Commercial Officer, responsible for the 

upstream development of its eUtility retail 
energy platform solution. eUtility, the 
world’s first AI enabled retail enabled 
solution combines smart meter intel, 
predictive analytics, and AI to lower energy 
costs and empower consumers with 
personalised energy products and services.

In his new role, Krishnan will focus on upstream 
areas of the eUtility platform including energy 
forecasting, trading, risk management, and P&L 
optimisation. “We are excited to have Krishnan 
leading this important aspect of our growth and 
development at Innowatts,” said Siddhartha 
Sachdeva. “Currently, upstream activities like these 
consume the bulk of the cost and risk borne by 
energy companies and their customers. And, in 
markets with increasing penetration of renewables, 
these risk and reliability factors get amplified. 

Krishnan’s deep expertise and background 
will help us further strengthen and 
differentiate our offerings.”

Prior to joining Innowatts, Krishnan 
was the Chief Commercial Officer for Just 
Energy responsible for gross margin 
management of a global retail footprint 
that included US, Canada, UK, Ireland, 
Germany, and Japan. As part of his role, he 

oversaw Supply and Trading, Load Forecasting, 
Product Structuring, and Pricing functions. Prior to 
Just Energy, Krishnan had held various leadership 
roles at NRG Energy and Northeast Utilities.

“Being an early adopter of the Innowatts eUtility 
platform at Just Energy gave me first hand a deep 
appreciation for the magnitude of quantifiable value 
that the platform brings to the business. I look 
forward to helping other utility industry stakeholders 
streamline and upgrade their operating models by 
embracing the power of this game-changing 
platform,” said Kasiviswanathan.  

Krishnan Kasiviswanathan
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Awards

Eaton starts accepting applications for annual SOURCE Awards

Power management company 
Eaton announced the call for 
entries for the 42nd Annual 

SOURCE Awards, Eaton’s lighting 
design competition dedicated to 
celebrating the next generation of 
lighting professionals and building 
the pipeline of industry talent. 

University students studying architecture, design, 
engineering or related disciplines are invited to 
enter this conceptual design competition focused 
on furthering the understanding, knowledge and 
function of lighting as a primary element in design. 
The deadline to submit entries is February 25, 2019.

“This competition is designed with students in 
mind. As the future of the lighting design industry, 
we invite students to feel encouraged to think 
creatively about overcoming real-world design 
challenges while gaining practical experience in the 
process,” said Kraig Kasler, President, Eaton’s 
Lighting Division. “We look forward to seeing the 

high-quality designs submitted by 
talented students and recognising 
their innovative projects.” 

The SOURCE Awards competition 
is open to students currently enrolled 
in undergraduate or graduate 
programs in lighting or interior 
design, architecture, engineering or 

related disciplines. Students are eligible to enter 
projects based on conceptual lighting designs and 
will be judged on creativity and how Eaton lighting 
and controls products are used in conceptual 
spaces. 

Each project will be judged on its own merit and 
selected entries will earn the distinction of Winner, 
Honourable Mention or Special Award of Recognition. 
The winner will receive a $2,000 award and 
honourable mention winners will each receive $500. 
All winners will receive a crystal trophy, local and 
national recognition and an invitation to attend a 
lighting seminar at the SOURCE.  

Sembcorp Energy Bags FICCI Safety Systems Excellence Award

Sembcorp Energy has 
been conferred 
platinum award at the 

seventh edition of the 
prestigious “FICCI Safety 
Systems Excellence Award” 
for the year 2018. SEIL was 
awarded in the Category of 
Power (Large units) for initiatives undertaken and 
practices evolved to maintain safety systems at its 
supercritical power generation plant in Nellore.

The award was presented to the Sembcorp team 
by Santosh Kumar Gangwar, Minister of State for 
Labour and Employment, Government of India at 
the 7th National Conference on Excellence in 
Workplace Safety & Occupational Health & FICCI 
Safety Systems Excellence Awards for Industry in 
New Delhi.

Sembcorp is a leading independent power 
producer (IPP) in India, with a diversified generation 
portfolio of approximately 4.37 gigawatts’ capacity 

in operation and under-
construction spread across 
seven states. The company’s 
management processes, 
including its commitment to 
the environment and 
sustainability, aim to reflect 
the robust governance 

practices of the Sembcorp group. The company 
pays strong attention to maintaining and improving 
Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) behaviour 
and practice in its day to day operations.

Vipul Tuli, Managing Director of SEIL, said, 
“Keeping our people safe is our first responsibility, 
and good business. We are grateful for this award 
that recognises the efforts of our team to create a 
safe and secure environment and strong HSE 
systems. At Sembcorp we are committed to 
continuously strengthen our safety culture, and 
every member of our team puts in efforts to walk 
the talk every day.” 
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Market Watch

According to Marketsandmarkets report, the 
wire and cable management market is expected 
to grow from an estimated USD 16.91 billion in 

2018 to USD 25.26 billion by 2023 at a CAGR of 8.36 
per cent during the forecast period. The market is set 
to witness growth due to the rising demand from data 
center and IT facilities and the growing construction 
sector.

The power cable segment is expected to be the 
largest segment of the wire and cable management 

market by cable type in 2018. Power cables are 
widely used in the power 

Wire & Cable Management Market 
worth $ 25.26 bn by 2023

distribution sector to distribute power and can be 
installed overhead as well as underground in the 
industrial, commercial, and residential sectors. High 
demand for electrification of homes, increased 
investment in power distribution, and growth in the 
household sector in developing countries are the key 
drivers for the growth of the power cable wire and 
cable management market.

Conduits and trunking are used to protect cables 
from damage and can be used in almost any location 
including homes, commercial spaces, and industrial 
sectors. Rising urban population and need for 
advanced infrastructure in regions such as Asia Pacific 
and the Middle East are thrusting the deployment of 

conduits and trunking system.
In this report, the wire and cable 

management market has been 
analysed with respect to five regions, 
namely, Asia Pacific, North America, 

Europe, the Middle East & Africa, 
and South America. Asia Pacific is 

the largest wire and cable 
management market, by region, 
during the forecast period. 
Rising urbanisation and 
proliferation of electrification, 
demand from the construction 
and mining sectors, growing 
awareness of energy savings, 
and supportive government 
plans are expected to drive the 
market for wire and cable 
management in this region. 

China, India, and Japan are the 
leading countries among others 

which would contribute to the 
growth of the wire and cable 

management market in Asia Pacific. 
Image Courtesy: www.mbtskoudsalg.com
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Smart Grid

The power flows from power utilities to consumers whereas if wireless 
sensor networks are added, then the real time price information will also 
flow from base station to consumers. If the consumer is aware of price of 
power in peak times, then consumer will act accordingly and regulate 
his consumption as per price information sent to him.

Transmission Lines 
in Smart Grid

The smart grid is adding 
smartness to the electric grid 
by adding smart devices like 

wireless sensor networks that 
provide real time information 
quickly. The smart grid includes 

adding renewable resources, self-
healing, real-time two-way 
communication between power 
utilities and consumers etc. The 
smart grid is divided into four parts 
as generation, distribution, 

Picture Courtesy: w
w
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Smart Grid

transmission and consumer side. The existing power 
generating stations are thermal power generating 
station, hydro power generating station, nuclear 
power generating station etc. The power is transmitted 
to the consumer in a high voltage level. The power is 
generated near to sources like rivers, nuclear power 
plant and far away from consumers. Transmission 
lines and distribution system connect power 
generation plant to consumers. The power generated 
at source is at low voltage and it is stepped up to high 
voltage and transmitted to consumer where it is 
stepped down to consumer requirement. 

The power flows from power utilities to consumers 
whereas if wireless sensor networks are added, then 
the real time price information will also flow from 
base station to consumers. If the consumer is aware 
of price of power in peak times, then consumer will 
act accordingly and regulate his consumption as per 
price information sent to him. Along with that, if the 
wireless sensor network added to existing electric 
grid, then the information of black out is sent to the 
base station quickly and the issue is resolved quickly. 
The power will also be directed to the affected houses 
through another network so that electricity will be 
available 24*7. The transmission lines are the network 
of lines that transmit power from base station to 
consumers. These networks are collection of wires 
attached to towers. The wireless sensor networks are 
attached to transmitting line to process the information 
and inform to control center if there is any situation of 
black-out. The batteries used in wireless sensor 
network will get depleted after some time so instead 
of using standard batteries, fiber optics can be used. 
The fiber cables or optical ground wires can be used 
to increase the energy efficiency of the overall smart 
grid. The transmission lines are divided into three 
parts based on its design as voltage drop, line loss 
and transmission efficiency. There are three more 
types based on transmission line length: short 
transmission line (up to 50 km, 20 kV), medium 
transmission line (up to 150 km, 100 kV) and long 
transmission line (more than 150 km and above 100 
kV).

The performance indices of the smart grid are 
reliability, stability, energy efficiency, robustness, 
scalability, quality of service (QoS), availability, security 
of the electric grid. The smart grid based on 

communication layer, can be divided into three parts 
as home area network, neighbourhood area network 
and wide area network. In home area network, only 
home appliances are covered, and home automation 
is applied, whereas in neighborhood area network, all 
the meters located in the region communicate 
information to the central controller. Wide Area 
Network has data collection points. 

Smart transmission includes early fault detection 
and isolation, location recovery and outage detection. 
These criteria can be fulfilled only by use of wireless 
sensor network along with transmission lines. These 
sensors are placed on top of the towers to detect the 
condition of transmission lines and send real time 
information even unapproachable location like 
isolated mountain, hazardous areas etc. These 
wireless sensors increase the reliability of the overall 
smart grid. These transmission lines are monitored 
using WSN and collected parameters like current, 
voltage, frequency and communication to central 
monitoring unit at periodic intervals.
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Smart Grid

There are many existing 
problems like growing population 
and demand for energy, global 
climate change due to use of non-
renewable sources for generation 
of electricity, equipment failure as 
current electric grid is implemented 
long ago, sources of electricity are 
limited, one-way of communication, 
resilience problems in the existing 
electric grid. 

The smart grid has various 
components:
 Smart meter,
 Distribution automation,
 Demand response management
 Smart appliances,
 Transmission automation,
 Electric vehicles,
 Electric storage,
 Renewable energy

There are many protocols exist 
that will send information about 
transmission lines through 
wireless optical ground wire (i.e 
sensor network) to base station 
quickly using direct transmission, 
multi-hop transmission, Leach, 
Pegasis and many more). These 
towers form a chain network that 

transmits powers. These sensors 
are placed over that towers and 
collect data. Then the data is 
merged and send to base station 
in an efficient way. Leach is 
clustering protocol that form 
clusters of towers in an area and 
then send merged data to main 
cluster head whereas in Pegasis, 
chaining is used, and data is 
transferred to base station from 
the farthest node through a single 
chain. There is another approach 
that collaborates both the 
protocols and uses both clustering 
and chaining for transmitting of 
data quickly. This protocol is the 
most energy efficient protocol as it 
uses less energy than both the 
existing protocols i.e Leach and 
Pegasis. The clustering is done on 
area wise dividing the 
neighborhood area network and 
then chaining is done on top of it. 
The clusters send information 
about an area to cluster heads. 
Then chaining is done in the cluster 
heads and farthest cluster head 
send data to near by cluster head. 
Then, the whole merged data is 

sent to base station, which will see 
the whole network in one go in 
that instant of time. So, in this 
case, if there is any situation of 
blackout, then the power is 
transmitted through another 
existing nearby network and 
immediate action has been taken 
to recover from that situation. 

Adding automation to the smart 
grid includes home automation, 
automation of transmission line 
and distribution system. Home 
automation includes the devices 
that will control automatically using 
mobile or any remote devices. The 
IP address of every electric device 
connected to the power supply can 
be recorded and controlled through 
remote system. The internet of 
things comes under automating 
the home devices like opening and 
closing of doors, lights, home 
appliances like washing machine, 
TV, AC etc. The automation of 
transmission line and distribution 
systems will reduce theft of 
electricity, automatic billing 
process, fault in transmission lines 
or distribution lines. Self-healing 
can also be done at transmission 
and distribution lines if the fault is 
minimal and the information of 
fault is sent to power station for 
recovering the losses.

The overall efficiency of the 
system is increased as the data 
flows quickly through internet and 
connecting to wireless/ mobile 
devices.  

Geeta Yadav

Application 
Programmer
IBM India Private 
Limited

Wireless Ad-hoc network
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Quality assurance and failure-free operation of the solar panels is a prerequisite for 
efficient power generation, long life, and a high return on the investment. To ensure 
this failure free operation, FLIR offers a fast, simple and reliable method to evaluate 
a solar panel’s performance during the production process and after the panel 
installation. FLIR thermal imaging cameras help scanning solar panels during normal 
operation and detect anomalies quickly within a short time frame.

 WWW.FLIR.IN

FLIR Systems India Pvt. Ltd.
1111, D Mall, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi – 110034   |   Fax: +91-11-4721 2006

For more details, please call us on: +91-11-4560 3555 or write to us at flirindia@flir.com.hk

/FLIR   | /FLIR  | /FLIR

The FLIR T640 thermal imaging camera is the 
perfect tool for solar panel inspections.

FLIR thermal camera helps to:

• Prevent failure before it happens
• Increase revenue 
•  Increase lifetime & functionality of solar panels

This hot spot within one solar cell indicates physical 
damage within the cell.

With thermal imaging complete panels can be 
inspected in one view. Anomalies in the solar panels 
clearly show up in these thermal images
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Transmission Line

The type of underground cable to be used at a particular location is 
determined by the voltage at which it is required to operate. 
Underground cables are classified and used at a particular location as 
per their voltage rating.

Trends in Underground 
Cables

Underground cables are used 
for power applications for 
transmission and 

distribution where it is 
impracticable, difficult or 
dangerous to use the overhead 

line. Such locations may be 
congested areas where right of 
way cost would be excessive or 
local ordinances prohibited 
overhead lines for reason of safety, 
or crossing of wide bodies of water 

National Grid, Worcester 
115 kV Cable Project

Picture Courtesy: w
w
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Transmission Line

which for various reasons would not permit the 
overhead crossing. The type of underground cable to 
be used at a particular location is determined by the 
voltage at which it is required to operate. Underground 
cables are classified and used at a particular location 
as per their voltage rating. Low voltage cables operate 
at voltage up to 1kv, high voltage cables operate at 
voltage up to 11kv, super tension cables operate up to 
33kv, extra high tension for up to 66kv, super voltage 
cables for operating voltage beyond 132kv.

Underground cable consists of one central ore or 
number of cores (two, three or four) of tinned stranded 
copper conductors. Sometimes use of aluminum 
conductor is also made. Paper or varnished cambric or 
vulcanised bitumen or impregnated paper are 
employed for the isolation from each other. A metallic 
sheath of lead or alloy or aluminum is provided around 
the insulation to protect it against ingress of moisture. 
The initial heavy costs the only factor which discourage 
the use of underground cables for the purpose of 
transmission and distribution of electrical power.

New Tends in Undergrounding
Over the last few years underground cables are 

becoming more interesting for higher power rating. 
Although underground cables are generally more 
expensive then overhead transmission lines but due 
to several reason these are widely preferred today is:
1. Limited space of new and existing substations with 

no possibility to expand and the necessary right of 
way for the transmission corridor.

2. Increase customer awareness such as visual impact 
of transmission line, nature preservation etc.

3. Increased reliability for the transmission grid. This is 
especially true for the distribution grid as cable 
connections can be made very reliable, easy to 
monitor and diagnose and most of all, are not prone 
to extreme weather events.
Countries which have an almost exclusive medium 

voltage cable distribution grid, like Singapore and the 
Netherlands, have a very reliable public power supply 
within average customer outage rate of less than 30 
minutes a year.

Some technical issues that used to be addressed and 
take care of, such as change within grid as it behaves 
more capacitive instead of inductive due to increase in 
high voltage cable connections in the transmission grid; 
limited transmission capacity present around 1000MVA 

TDK Technology
Advancing power
solutions.

product.tdk.com/en/industrial

Rare-earth magnets 
with high magnetic 
fi eld strength for wind 
power generators 

Varistors and 
surge arresters 
with high surge 
capability

EMC fi lters and 
sine-wave fi lters for 

currents up to 8 kA 

Aluminum electrolytic  
and fi lm capacitors 

for high ripple currents 
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Transmission Line

for a single cable compared to 
overhead line connections; and the 
reliability of long stretches of such 
high power of high power 
transmission cable with many cable 
joints is point of attention.

Underground electricity cables 
are typically only used in the US, 
Europe and Australia. These focus 
on low medium voltage networks 
(200V – 20KV). Some countries have 
achieved in undergrounding 
between 10 per cent to 20 per cent 
of their high voltage cables, while 
other European countries are less 
than 10 per cent for extra high 
voltage average is around 2 per cent.

By Voltage
 LT cables: low-tension cables 

with a maximum capacity of 
1000 v.

 HT- cables: High-tension cables 
with a maximum of 11kv.

 ST cables: Super-tension cables 
with a rating of between 22kv to 
3kv.

 EHT cables: Extra high-tension 
cables with rating of between 
33kv and 66kv.

 Extra super voltage cables: with 
a maximum voltage rating 
beyond 132kv.

By Construction
 Belted cables: Maximum 

voltage of 11kv.
 Screened cables: Maximum 

voltage of 66kv.
 Pressure cables: Maximum 

voltage of more than 66kv.

Technical Issues
 Underground cables need to be 

insulated against surrounding 
soil.

 On large lines the methods of 
electrical and heat insulation 
become more important.

 For 400kv lines, each conductor 
needs to be encased in oil filled 
sleeves.

 Each conductor needed to be 
placed in a 2m deep trench, 
resulting in up to 12 trenches 
for a 400kv line.

 Width of excavation may be 
anything between 15 and 30m 
depending on the technology 
used.

Maintenance
 Underground cables are 

reported to be more reliable 
but outages are more difficult 
to fix, as it is harder to find the 
fault.

 Routine maintenance of 
underground cables is much 
lower in the initial 10 years of 
operation, maintenance costs 
can rise steeply thereafter.

 The lifespan of underground is 
shorter, in some cases it is 
reported to be half that of 
overhead cables.

Advantages
 The underground cables have 

low voltage drop, low chance of 
developing faults, and hence 
low maintenance costs. 

 Underground cables pose no 
hazard to low flying aircraft or 
to wildlife.

 It does not provide any kind of 
visual pollution most 
particularly in congested areas.

Disadvantages
 Underground cables are more 

expensive to manufacture, and 
their cost may vary depending 
on the construction as well as 
the voltage rating.

 Underground cables locations 
are not always obvious, which 
can lead to unwary diggers 
damaging cables or be 
electrocuted.

 Underground cables are more 
subjected to damage by ground 
movements.

Benefits of Underground 
Cables
 Low maintenance
 Small voltage drops 
 Not easy to steal, make illegal 

connections
 Poses no danger to wildlife or 

low flying aircrafts
 Suitable for congested areas 

where overhead lines may be 
difficult or impossible to install. 

Munazama Ali

Assistant Professor
Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Islamic 
University of Science and 
Technology, Kashmir
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The article highlights the importance of earthing with study of different 
low voltage earthing systems world-wide.

Electrical Safety Earthing

The process of transferring 
the immediate discharge of 
the electrical energy directly 

to the earth by the help of the low 
resistance wire is known as the 
electrical earthing. The electrical 
earthing is done by connecting the 
non-current carrying part of the 
equipment or neutral of supply 
system to the ground.

Every building, equipment, 
power plant, substation facility 
included in electricity require earth 

grounding, either directly or 
through grounding system. The 
main objective of doing earthing in 
electrical network is safety.

But when the neutral for any 
system is not connected with the 
earth then it will be known as 
electrical system without earthing 
as depicted in fig 1. 

Mostly, the galvanised iron is 
used for the earthing. The earthing 
provides the simple path to the 
leakage current and fault current 

Picture Courtesy: w
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in the system. The short-circuit current of the 
equipment passes to the earth which is assumed to 
have zero potential. Thus, protects the system 
equipment and personnel working with these 
equipment from damage as well as shock current as 
shown in fig 2.

Earthing is not likely to reduce the total magnitude 
of over voltages produce by lightening or switching 
surges, it can however mitigate the possibilities of 
excessive voltage stress on the phase to ground 
insulation of particular phase.

The system earth resistance should be such that 
which any fault occurs against which earthing is 
designed to give protection, the protective gear will 
operate to make the faulty main or plant harmless. In 
most cases, such operation involves isolation of the 
faulty main or plant, for example by circuit breaker or 
fuses.

Types of Electrical Earthing
The electrical equipment mainly consists of two 

non-current carrying parts. These parts are neutral of 
the system or frame or support structure of the 
electrical equipment. From the earthing of these two 

non-current carrying parts of the electrical system, 
earthing can be classified into two types: Neutral 
Earthing, and Equipment Earthing.
Neutral Earthing

In neutral earthing, the neutral of the system is 
directly connected to earth with the help of some 
metallic conducting wire. The neutral earthing is also 
called the system earthing. Such type of earthing is 
mostly provided to the system which has star winding. 
For example, the neutral earthing is provided in the 
generator, transformer, motor etc as shown in fig 3.
Equipment Earthing

Such type of earthing is provided to the electrical 
equipment. The non-current carrying part of the 
equipment like their metallic frame is connected to 
the earth by the help of the conducting wire as shown 
in fig 3. If any fault occurs in the apparatus, the short-
circuit current to pass the earth by the help of wire. 
Thus, protect the system from damage.

Importance or purpose of earthing
 To Protect the workers who regularly come in 

contact with electrical devices that might give them 
a shock.

Figure 1: Electrical system without earthing  Figure 2: Electrical system with earthing

Figure 3: Neutral and equipment earthing Figure 4: Power System Network
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 To keep the voltage of the device constant in the 
healthy phase in case of single of single phase to 
ground fault.

 A good grounding path which has a low impedance 
value ensure that faults in the electrical path are 
cleared quickly. If the faults stay within the system 
for a long time, they can pose a serious threat to 
the stability of the system.

 Many modern electronic devices generate a form 
of ‘electrical noise’ that can cause damage to the 
device and reduce its efficiency, unless the device 
is property grounded.

 Surge protection device function better with the of 
help of proper grounding.

 Malfunctioning electric devices often leak electricity, 
which has the potential to start a fire if not 
redirected safely.

Classification of Earthing System
A low voltage (LV) distribution system may be 

identified according to its earthing system. These are 
defined using the five letters T (direct connection to 
earth), N (neutral), C (combined), S (separate) and I 
(isolated from earth). The first letter denotes how the 
transformer neutral (supply source) is earthed while 

the second letter denotes how the metal work of an 
installation (frame) is earthed. The third and fourth 
letters indicate the functions of neutral and protective 
conductors respectively. The electrical power network 
is shown in fig 4.

There are three possible configurations: 
 TN: Transformer neutral earthed, frame connected 

to neutral. The TN system includes three sub-
systems: TN-C, TN-S and TN-C-S

 TT: Transformer neutral earthed and frame 
earthed. 

 IT: Unearthed transformer neutral, earthed frame. 

TN Earthing System
In a TN earthing system, the supply source 

(transformer neutral) is directly connected to earth 
with one or more conductors and all exposed 
conductive parts of an installation are connected to 
the neutral or protective earth conductor. The three 
sub-systems in TN earthing system are described 
below with their key characteristics. 

TN-C Earthing System
TN-C system has the following features: 

 Neutral and protective functions are combined in a 

Figure 5: TN-C Earthing System Figure 6: TN-S Earthing System

Figure 7: TN-C-S Earthing System Figure 8: TT Earthing System
Continued on Page 42
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single conductor throughout the system. (PEN—
Protective Earthed Neutral). 

 The supply source is directly connected to earth 
and all exposed conductive parts of an installation 
are connected to the PEN conductor as shown in 
fig 5.

Advantages of TN-C Earthing System
 Earth fault loop impedance of TN-C earthing 

system is low.
 It does not require earth electrode at site.
 It is economical.
Disadvantages of the TN-C Earthing System 

 TNC earthing system is least safe as compared 
to other earthing systems.

 TN-C system is less effective for Electromagnetic 
Compatibility (EMC) problems.

 A fault in the LV network may cause touch 
voltages at other LV customers.

TN-S Earthing System
TN-S system has the following features: 

 A TN-S system has separate neutral and protective 
conductors throughout the system. 

 The supply source is directly connected to earth. 
All exposed conductive parts of an installation are 
connected to a protective conductor (PE) via the 
main earthing terminal of the installation as shown 
in fig 6.

Advantages of TN-S Earthing System
 Earth fault loop impedance is low.
 TN-S is the safest system.
 Electromagnetic interference is low.
 It does not require earth electrode at site.
 TN-S earthing system could work with simple over 

current protection.
Disadvantages of the TN-S Earthing System 
 Low power factor (high inductance of long cable).
 Requires extra equal potential bonding.
 On occurrence of an insulation fault, the short-

circuit current is high and may cause damage to 
equipment or electromagnetic disturbance.

TN-C-S Earthing System
TN-C-S earthing system has the following features: 

 Neutral and protective functions are combined in a 
single conductor in a part of the TN-C-S system. 
The supply is TN-C and the arrangement in the 

installation is TN-S as depicted in fig 7. 
 Use of a TN-S downstream from a TN-C. 
 All exposed conductive parts of an installation are 

connected to the PEN conductor via the main 
earthing terminal and the neutral terminal, these 
terminals being linked together.
This type of distribution is known also as protective 

multiple earthing and the PEN conductor is referred 
to as the combined neutral and earth (CNE) conductor.

The supply system PEN conductor is earthed at 
several points and an earth electrode may be 
necessary at or near a consumer’s installation.
Advantages of TN-C-S Earthing System
 Safe system
 Less expensive.
Disadvantages of the TN-C-S Earthing System 

In the TN-C-S system, the TN-C (4 wires) system 
must never be used downstream of the TN-S (5 wires) 
system, since any accidental interruption in the 
neutral on the upstream part would lead to an 
interruption in the protective conductor in the 
downstream part and therefore a danger.

TT Earthing System
In this system, the supply source has a direct 

connection to earth. All exposed conductive parts of 
an installation also are connected to an earth electrode 
that is electrically independent of the source earth as 
shown in fig 8. 

The fault loop impedance is higher, and unless the 
electrode impedance is very low indeed. 
Advantages of TT System
 No risk of failure and suitable for premises where 

all AC power circuits are residual current device 
(RCD) protected.

Figure 9: IT Earthing System

Continued on Page 44

Continued from Page 40
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 Faults in the LV and MV grid do not migrate to 
other customers in the LV grid. 

 Simple earthing of the installation and the easiest 
to implement. 

Disadvantages of the TT Earthing System 
 Each customer needs to install and maintain 

its own ground electrode. Safety and protection 
depend on the customer, thus complete 
reliability is not assured. 

 High over voltages may occur between all live 
parts and between live parts and PE conductor. 

 Possible overvoltage stress on equipment 
insulation of the installation.

IT System Earthing
In this system, the supply source is either connected 

to earth through deliberately introduced high earthing 
impedance (Impedance earthed IT system) or is 
isolated from earth All exposed conductive parts of an 
installation are connected to an earth electrode as 
shown in fig 9. 

The conductive parts including metal body of the 
installations are connected to earthed through one or 
more local earth electrodes. These local electrodes do 
not have any direct connection to the source. 

It is pertinent to mention here that single phase TT 
system shown in fig 9 is not used in India.
Advantages of IT system

The main advantages of IT system are:
 It improves the energy availability: this is interesting 

for applications where a loss of electricity supply 
can cause a risk to people (in hospitals for example), 

or a financial risk (for some process in industry).
 It can also eliminate the risks of fire or explosions 

in case of insulation fault, as the faulty current is 
very low.

 It will increase electrical device life time, as faulty 
current is low, it causes less stress on the 
equipment.

 Finally, it is possible to do preventive maintenance 
on the IT installation. Through the permanent 
insulation monitor device, we can detect insulation 
drops before they become insulation faults.

Disadvantages of IT system
 This system experience repeated arcing 

grounds.
 Insulation failure occurs during single phase to 

ground faults.
 Earth fault protection for unearthed system is 

difficult.
 Voltage due to lightning surges do not find 

path to earth.

Comparison of all Earthing Systems
Comparison of all earthing systems based on earth 

fault loop impedance, RCD preferred, need earth 
electrode at site, PE conductor cost, etc. has been 
carried out as mentioned in Table 1.

Brief of earthing system adopted 
world-wide
 In India LT supply is generally through TN-S system. 

Neutral is double grounded at distribution 
transformer, neutral and earth run separately on 

Table 1: Comparison of all earthing systems
Earthing  System Conditions TN-C TN-S TN-C-S TT IT

Earth Fault Loop Impedance (EFLI) Low Low Low High Highest

RCD Preference No Optional Optional Yes N.A.

Need of Earth Electrode at Site No No Optional Yes Yes

PE Conductor Cost Least Highest High Low Low

Risk of Broken Neutral Highest High High No No

Safety Least safe Safest Safe Safe Less safe

Electromagnetic Interference High Low Low Least Least

Safety risks Broken 
neutral

Broken
Neutral

Broken 
neutral

High loop
Impedance 

(step voltages)

Double fault, 
over voltage

Continued on Page 46

Continued from Page 42
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distribution overhead line or cables. Additional 
earth electrode pits are installed at user ends for 
strengthening earth.

 Most modern homes in Europe have TN-C-S 
earthing system. The combined neutral and earth 
occurs between the nearest transformer substation 
and the service cut-out (the fuse before the meter), 
separate earth and neutral cores are used in all the 
internal wiring.

 In the areas of UK where underground power 
cabling is prevalent, the TN-S system is common.

 In Australia, New Zealand and Israel, the TN-C-S 
system is in use. However, each customer is must 
provide a separate connection to earth via a 
dedicated earth electrode.

 TN-C-S earthing system is used in the USA and 
Canada whereas France, Italy, Japan uses TT 
Earthing System.

 TT system in suitable for rural areas because of cost.

Conclusion
From the above information it can be concluded 

that, if the grounding is not carried out properly, it can 
cause number of problems like:
 An improper grounding results in higher potential 

being created in the equipment that can damage 
equipment and pose safety threat to working 
personnel.

 It can delay in clearing of faults that will result in 
insufficient current flow.

 The dangers of a fire caused by leaking electricity 
are increased exponentially.

 It can cause reduction in the operational efficiency 
of the machine.
In addition, the choice of earthing system depends 

on the priority given to many aspects mentioned in 
table 1 by the relevant distribution company and 
regulatory authority of county. 
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Interview

Sai Electricals, a unit of Sai Computers Ltd., is a 
manufacturer and exporter of transformers and servo 
voltage stabilisers. Here, in an interview with Electrical 
India, Managing Director of Sai Electricals, Girish 
Kumar talks about his current business and future 
roadmap.
What is the range of transformers you 
manufacture?
There is a very wide range of transformers that we 
have manufactured – from regular transformers to 
very specialised ones. We have manufactured 
transformers from 10 kVA at the lower end to 20 MVA 
at the higher end up to 33 kV class. There are a variety 
of specialised transformer products that we have 

manufactured for metro rails, Siemens, Amazon, 
Indian railways etc. In keeping with today’s needs of 
environment and energy preservation we have also 
developed our latest range of transformers, the 4HD 
transformers.
Can you explain more about your latest offering, 
4HD?
We have quite good experience in transformer 
manufacturing and maintenance and putting this 
experience to good use, we have developed 4HD 
transformers. They are highly efficient which results 
in energy saving and reduced bills. They are also long-
lasting thus have low maintenance cost. They are also 
highly fire safe, more than the regular transformers. 

Betting Smartly 
on the Smart 
Grid
The need for smart transformers looks 
more real 5 years down the line. Our 
products and our online condition 
monitoring system are aligned with 
these technological advances... We see 
ourselves leading the way in 
transformer data analytics.
Girish Kumar 
Managing Director, Sai Electricals
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The key feature of 4HD transformers is that they are 
environmentally friendly as they do not emit or leak 
harmful components, unlike other transformers. 4HD 
transformers find their applications in critical and fire 
sensitive areas, also in places where there is space 
criticality as they are compact as well. We have 
delivered few 4HD transformers already and view it as 
a promising product for the future.
How unique are your Servo Voltage Stabilisers?
Our servo voltage stabilisers are quite unique, for 
which we have developed a unique technology for 
rolling contact type Servo Voltage Stabilisers. We have 
applied for patent for this technology. This makes our 
stabilisers very compact. Our Servo voltage stabilisers 
offer unbalanced voltage control as against the 
balanced voltage control in other competing products. 
Not going into too much detail, it is important to note 
that our product provides stable voltage on all three 
phases. This is important because a spike in a single 
phase can cause voltage problems on all three phases, 
and a slight voltage fluctuation can cause huge 
damage.
How do you maintain product quality?
Quality is our foremost focus. Our customers think of 
us when they want quality products and 
recommend us. We take it very seriously 
and comply with various certifications 
such as ISO 9001:2015. We have 
successfully implemented 5S and Lean 
Manufacturing. We regularly run quality 
circle to continuously optimise our 
process and production and also keep 
our employees satisfied and aligned with the ultimate 
goal of manufacturing quality product. An important 
aspect of quality control and management is removing 
errors by automating tasks and processes. In the past 
year, we have enabled software-controlled 
development. Starting from order release, design, to 
production and dispatch, everything is planned, 
monitored and controlled using our in-house 
developed Plant Management System. We have 
automated the designing process as well; design of 
every job is created through software making it 
optimum in lesser time and lesser iterations. It helps 
us focus on the manufacturing of quality products 
and help us keeping our customer happy.
Brief us on your manufacturing capabilities.
We can manufacture transformers between 10 kVA to 

20 MVA, upto 33 kV voltage class. In this range, we can 
cater to almost any need.  In terms of number of 
transformers, we can manufacture 300 transformers 
in a month of assorted ratings. 
We have testing facilities for all routine testing and 
even for some special tests. We have also invested in 
latest machinery to increase production and 
production quality.
How significant is your presence in the export 
markets?
We supply regularly to various markets globally. 
Especially in neighbouring countries like Nepal and 
Myanmar, we have significant presence. South-East 
Asian countries are also key markets and we are 
expanding more into them. Outside Asia, we have 
also been active in African countries like Nigeria, 
Zambia, Kenya, and Uganda. 
Is there any new product in pipeline?
Of course, there are many. We have a very committed 
team working on various unique offerings for the 
power sector companies. To mention one on the top 
of my head is software requirements of monitoring 
and analysis of power sector data. This can help 
reduce losses of power and enable efficient 

distribution and utilisation of resources for power 
companies. There are very few companies, actually 
none, who can analyse the vast amount of data in a 
focussed way like we are doing. This will also bring 
down consumer cost and enable better energy 
utilisation.
Where do you see your company 5 years from 
now?
With the technological advances the idea of smart 
grids is not far-fetched anymore. The need for smart 
transformers looks more real 5 years down the line. 
Our products and our online condition monitoring 
system are aligned with these technological advances. 
Our experience, learning and perseverance are 
unmatched. We see ourselves leading the way in 
transformer data analytics. 

We have automated the designing process as well; design of 
every job is created through software making it optimum in 

lesser time and lesser iterations. It helps us focus on the 
manufacturing of quality products and help us keeping our 

customer happy.
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Product Avenue

New chainflex cable for CAN systems with PVC or PUR outer jacket, 
approved for Indian market

Bus systems are increasingly being used in 
automation, as they ensure fast and reliable 
data exchange, save space and therefore money. 

To meet these needs, igus has developed a new CAN 
bus cable for highly dynamic energy chain applications, 
such as in machine tools. This is available with either 
highly abrasion-resistant PVC or oil-resistant PUR 
outer jackets. Both cable options have EAC and CTP 
approvals, simplifying trade with Indian market.

Demand for Controller Area Network (CAN) systems 
continues to grow in a bid to standardise data 
exchange. These ensure seamless networking of 
electronic systems with each other, such as control 
units or intelligent sensors. This enables complex 
systems to be implemented economically, and cross-
system diagnostics can be carried out simultaneously 
across several ECUs. The new CAN bus cable from igus 
guarantees a high transmission reliability of the data, 
even with very high stress on the cable during motion, 
such as when used in an energy chain. The new cost-
effective bus cable is available in two outer jacket 
options - CFBUS.PVC.020 with highly abrasion-resistant 
PVC or CFBUS.PUR.020 with highly oil-resistant PUR. 
As with igus cables, the new CAN bus cables were also 

Fast and reliable data exchange with 
new CAN bus cable from igus

tested in the in-house test laboratory, spread over 
2,750 square metres. igus claims to be the only 
manufacturer in the market to offer a 36-month 
guarantee on its entire cable range. The new cables 
are used in processing machines and machine tools, 
as well as in low-temperature applications. To facilitate 
trade with Russia or EAEU member states both cables 
have CTP and EAC approval.

Chainflex cables with approvals are 
reliable and save money

With more than 1,300 types, igus offers the widest 
range of energy chain cables with the world’s most 
extensive selection with international approvals, 
including cables with EAC and CTP approval. The EAC 
certificate is the official proof that the imported 
machines or components for production equipment 
comply with the harmonised technical regulations (TR 
ZU) of the participating countries of the Eurasian 
Economic Union (EAEU). The CTP standard focuses on 
the fire behaviour of cables and the flame retardancy 
of the materials used. The two approvals are intended 
to simplify business relations. Thanks to the EAC and 
CTP approvals, companies exporting to Russia or 
EAEU member states can get their machines and 
equipment through customs more quickly and start 
commissioning at the end-customer immediately 
after re-assembly. Having both EAC and CTP approval, 
the comprehensive inspection of all regulatory 
requirements for all components of a production 
machine is carried out quickly and smoothly. By using 
certified chainflex cables, companies can save time 
and money at customs. An additional advantage of 
both certifications is that new and used machinery 
and equipment can be moved and sold across the 
borders within all member states of the Customs 
Union. Further national certificates of conformity, 
through GOST-R, TR or GOST-K, are no longer required 
with EAC and CTP approvals. 

For more information, visit www.igus.in

igus has developed a CAN bus cable for highly dynamic 
energy chain applications. The cable has EAC and CTP 
approval, which ensures easy trading in the Russian market.
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Monitoring system

MONCABLO detects and locates insulation defects along several kilometers 
of power cable

Elia, the transmission system 
operator in Belgium, is busy 
completing a large-scale 

expansion of its high-voltage 
power grid in Flanders called the 
Stevin Project. One phase of this 
project was to add four buried 
cable circuits, each comprising 
three 380 kV cables over a distance 
of 10 kilometers (6.21 miles) 
between two substations.

Ensuring Reliable 
Operation

“The Stevin project is critically 
important for strengthening the 
high-voltage grid in Belgium,” says 
Pieter Leemans, Elia’s Asset 
Manager for MV and HV cables, “so 
we must guarantee the 
functionality and stability of the 
new cable links. The best way for 
us to do this is through real-time 

Going the distance

monitoring of the dielectric 
condition.” 

“Not only did we need a partial 
discharge (PD) monitoring system 
to perform a site acceptance test 
on the high-voltage cable dielectric 
to be sure that the cable links were 
PD-free before commissioning,” he 
explains, “we also need the same 
system to continuously assess PD 
activity during operation of the 
entire cable system.” 

“We chose OMICRON’s 
MONCABLO solution because it 
provided the best match for our 
criteria for a cable monitoring 
system. Most importantly, we were 
impressed with OMICRON’s 
flexibility, structured organisation 
and detailed explanation of how it 
would meet our system 
requirements and implementation 
milestones.”

Multiple Monitoring 
Points

The MONCABLO PD monitoring 
system was installed on all four 
3-phase cable circuits, covering 24 
outdoor terminations and 132 
buried connections, making a total 
of 156 monitoring points.

“Each monitoring point has 
three high-frequency current 
transformers (HFCTs) to collect PD 
signals at the grounding 
connections of each phase, which 
are connected to a data acquisition 
unit to pre-process the data,” 
clarifies Mario Sarens, the Elia 
Project Leader responsible for 
on-site installation. “Multiple data 
acquisition units are connected in 
a daisy chain by a fibre optic cable 
to a data collection unit, which 
then sends the data to our central 
server and SCADA system in 
Brussels,” he adds. 

MONCABLO partial discharge system for power cables

MONCABLO
> Synchronous PD data 

acquisition at all cable 
accessories

> Advanced defect localization 
along the cable’s entire 
length

> Integration with third-party 
sensors and SCADA systems 

Fact box
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Solving Installation 
Challenges

“The MONCABLO system has a 
flexible design that was successfully 
customised to match our cable 
system layout and special 
installation requirements,” he 
explains. “For example, the 
groundwater level is high in this 
part of Flanders, so we installed 
the buried monitoring components 
at the cable joints in sealed cement 
containers, and the HFCT sensors 
were immersed in gel to keep 
them dry and maintain their 
integrity.” 

“An additional challenge was 
how to power the buried 
monitoring equipment. In the end, 
we installed a low-voltage power 
cable alongside the high-voltage 
cables over their entire length,” 

Mario Sarens describes. “This 
solution was the result of 
collaboration between OMICRON’s 
and Elia’s technical experts to 
produce the best design for the LV 
cable that keeps HV interference 
to a minimum while also ensuring 
personal safety,” he concludes.

Localising Defects
“The MONCABLO system is 

designed to detect and identify the 
exact location of PD-related defects 
along the entire length of each 
cable,” says Pieter Leemans, “but 
the system can also inform us by 
e-mail when PD activity exceeds 
pre-set warning and alarm 
thresholds. This enables quick, 
detection-based responses and 
will help us reduce maintenance 
needs.” 

An Intuitive Web Interface
“We can swiftly access stored 

PD data from any remote location 
using the MONCABLO software’s 
intuitive web interface,” he 
continues, “we can view the PD 
status of each monitored accessory 
as well as real-time and historical 
trend curves for each phase of 
every cable circuit.”

“Various automated features 
enable us to conveniently evaluate 
the PD data. OMICRON’s unique 
3PARD diagram and automatic 
cluster separation allow us to 
separate external noise from PD 
signals and determine the phase 
of signal origin,” he describes. 

Correlation with Other 
Monitoring Data

“As well as PD monitoring, 
MONCABLO’s software can be 
expanded to cover other 
parameters, such as verifying the 
functionality of cross-bond joints 
and detecting cable sheath faults,” 
says Pieter Leemans. “The data 
from multiple monitored 
parameters can be displayed on a 
single graph for a full insulation 
diagnosis.” 

For more information, visit 
www.omicronenergy.com/moncablo

As part of Elia’s Stevin project, MONCABLO is 
monitoring PD activity along 10 km (6.21 miles) of 
buried cable circuits between the Gezelle and Van 

Maerlant substations in Flanders.

The cement boxes protect the HFCT sensors and data 
acquisition unit against ground-water and dust.

MONCABLO’s 
software 

simultaneously 
shows the PD status 

of all monitored 
cable accessories

A unique, patented technology allows MONCABLO to 
pinpoint the location of PD defects along the entire length 

of the cables.
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Providing each PG&E crew with a thermal imaging camera allows them to 
immediately see heat anomalies that signal potential danger.

During a routine inspection at 
a PG&E substation in the 
San Joaquin Valley, an 

electrician felt heat blast his face 
as he passed within five feet of an 
energised transformer bank. While 
one would expect a transformer 
bank to give off some heat, the 
intensity of it alarmed him. He 
immediately grabbed a handheld 
thermal camera from his truck, 
and within seconds verified that 
there was a major issue.

Prevent a Serious Outage
The electrician immediately 

informed his supervisor, and they 
shut down the system to 
investigate. They discovered that 
there was no oil flow in the 
transformer. Fortunately, detecting 

FLIR Thermal Imaging Improves 
Substation Surveys for California Utility

the problem early helped the utility 
company and its customers avoid 
the impact of a serious outage and 
safety issue. “By catching it in time, 
we spent only about USD 300,000 
to repair that transformer bank. 
That’s a major savings compared 
to the roughly USD 3 million to 
replace it, which we would have 
had to do if it had completely 
failed and been destroyed,” said 
Ray Friend, supervisor of the 
substation’s maintenance and 
construction. The repair took 
about one week with a crew of six 
– about one-sixth of the time it 
would have taken waiting for a 
replacement. Sometimes delivery 
of this equipment can take months 
to arrive.

Safety 
This has prompted PG&E to add 

more than 200 new mid-range, 
pistol grip FLIR thermal imagers to 
their collection of inspection tools. 
Friend explained that the purchase 
was simply a matter of common 

FLIR E95 : This style of handheld thermal 
imager costs less than the high-definition 
models needed for intensive inspection 
work, allowing companies to supply more 
crews with cameras.
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sense. Providing each PG&E crew 
with a thermal imaging camera 
allows them to immediately see 
heat anomalies that signal 
potential danger. “Safety is always 
the first thing we want to think 
about,” explains Friend. “The crew 
wants to know if something is 
operating (within safety 
parameters) the way we expect it 
to, whether it’s oil-filled equipment 
or an air switch under load.”

An infrared camera allows them 
to have confidence that the 
equipment they are working on is 
safe. PG&E crews now routinely do 
a quick scan to look for unusual 
hotspots on a variety of 
components that may need 
maintenance. “If you’re required to 
stand at the end of a 16-foot 
disconnect stick, ready to rip a 
switch open, you want to be able 
to trust that the switch is properly 
adjusted and going to do what it’s 
supposed to. That’s what the 
camera gives us,” Friend says. 

Efficiency is a Factor
Inspections go much faster with 

thermal imagers than they do with 
more traditional equipment such 
as IR thermometer guns. That’s 
because temperature guns require 
scans to be performed close to the 
target for accuracy, only providing 
one reading at a time. Plus, they 
don’t produce a picture, making 
surveys of the many electrical 
components in a substation a 
painstaking process. Compare that 
to the instantaneous images and 
thousands of detailed 
measurements one can capture 
from a safer distance with a thermal 
camera, and the potential for 
increased productivity becomes 
obvious. While PG&E continues to 
use high-performance FLIR cameras 
for their more intensive and 
detailed IR inspections, Friend says 
the midrange handhelds make it 
possible for his team to use thermal 
imaging more frequently on their 
rounds and on a moment’s notice.

“It’s simple to operate, there’s 
no rocket science involved, and one 
can interpret things easily on the 
screen – all you need to have are a 
[few] instructions as to what to look 

for,” he says. “And it is portable and 
seems to be very rugged. We have 
them in trucks bouncing around 
and have had no issues.”

Bottom Line
Across the board, thermal 

cameras have allowed PG&E 
inspectors to find issues early. 
“Normally what they’re finding are 
loose connections, switches out of 
adjustment, or regulators and 
breakers that are running too hot. 
They’re also finding oil-filled 
bushings and other equipment 
with abnormal temperature 
differences that indicate a lack of 
cooling,” says Friend. “We’re 
catching them a lot sooner—in 
time to deal with it properly and 
safely—long before it fails.” 

This gives PG&E much better 
control over a situation, allowing 
them to more effectively target 
and plan repairs that help prevent 
expensive emergencies and 
shutdowns. With the ability to 
uncover hidden problems well in 
advance when they can still be 
repaired instead of being replaced, 
Friend feels affordable pointand-
shoot IR cameras pay for 
themselves in no time. He says, “If 
you can spend a nickel today 
rather than ten dollars tomorrow, 
why wouldn’t you want to spend it 
now? It just makes sense 
operationally and safety-wise.” 

For more information, visit www.flir.com
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The LED will move forward and within lighting technology, make an 
important contribution to energy conservation and conventional light 
sources will survive in small niches. 

LED Lighting 
Industry Scenario

Within a period of just a few 
years the LED has become 
the dominant artificial 

light source and has taken over all 
the conventional light sources like 
incandescent bulb, CFL, fluorescent 
lamps, high pressure sodium lamp 
and metal halide lamp and also in 
nearly all fields of lighting 
applications like residential, 
commercial, offices, retail, 
hospitality, industries, roads and 
now even sports lighting. We have 
witnessed a disruptive change 
which has made any previous 
technology obsolete. How much 
further will this trend go? What is 
an LED capable of and what is it 

not able to do? The LED will move 
forward and within lighting 
technology, make an important 
contribution to energy 
conservation and conventional 
light sources will survive in small 
niches. 

Trends Defining Market 
Scenario

Unfortunately, the users and 
lighting industry is so much 
fascinated with energy saving 
almost all are neglecting the fact 
that lighting is for people and not 
empty space – which ever may be 
the applications as mentioned 
above. One side we talk of Human 

Picture Courtesy: www.pxhere.com



Centric Lighting and other side we use poor quality – 
variation in light quality and colour consistency like 
CCT, use of Full ANSI Box to 5 SDCM (standard 
deviation of colour matching, also called MacAdam 
ellipses) poor CRI and so on. In all areas, LEDs are 
retrofitted with poor quality and less price but 
resulting energy savings keeping energy managers 
and utilities happy with saving money but at the cost 
of quality as required by users. This may not last 
longer with technological innovations happening at 
rapid pace which will change the market scenario.

LED Products & Lighting Quality
Being widely used and easy available these LED 

lights are terribly used with poor products in India 
and in turns give poor results and hence the industry 
is looking at drastic changes in term of higher quality. 
Over the course of 2016 and early 2017, the packaged 
LED industry has continued the march to specialisation 
while also pushing to all new levels of light or power 
output and efficacy. It is an advancement in light 
quality and spectral power distribution (SPD) that are 
most exciting when it comes to general lighting 
applications and even specialty uses such as lighting 
for health and wellbeing. There is not only great 
improvement in Lumen at Chip Level but delivered 
lumen is also improving with right use of thermal 
management and optics.

LM8, LM79 & TM 21 is implemented to give 
improved life of LED chip and also the luminaires. 
Emphasis is given on colour quality and practically all 
applications are now demanding Macadam ellipes 3 
or less, CRI more than 90 and R9 also 90+. Now TM 30 
being out, CRI is getting outdated and being replaced 
with Rf & Rg. With this trend in other art of the world, 
users in India too will demand so.

In India, the government has made it compulsory 
to have BIS certification of all LED lights sold in which 
is in a way to improve the quality and a minimum 
standard set so that the consumers get the same 
quality products bought from any manufacturer or 
brand. There is already a plan to upgrade the testing 
methodology and standard by IEC/CIE and in turn BIS 
will also modify the existing standards.

Technological Innovations
There are lot of new thing currently happening in 

lighting industry which will change the lighting world 
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we see today.
 New Raw Material

With further research in 
Metallurgy, several new 
materials are ready to be used 
for example a raw material to 
change the lighting industry 
includes Nobel prize recipient 
Shuji Nakamura, whose violet 
LED use a base of gallium 
nitride as against sapphire to 
render better colours, product 
longevity and efficiency. 
Another material such as 
graphene that are making entry 
with a big bang.

 Driverless technology
LED lights comes with driver 
but the current trend is that 
some companies are 
introducing products which run 
on mains means with built in 
driver or without separate 
driver. The trend will be to use 
low voltage DC grid for 
applications like Home lighting 
and avoiding use of driver.

 Lighting Control
Till date we have seen dimming 
of various light sources like 

bulb CFL, Fluorescent lamps 
etc, with dimmers, 0-10V and 
DALI. Then with DMX LED colour 
changing lighting in indoor and 
outdoor architectural lighting 
applications is possible. 
Now with the use of LEDs in 
different applications, the 
control system has to come out 
from the so-called box and has 
become wireless remote 
control. Today Smart Lighting 
Technology uses platforms like 
Bluetooth, BLE, BLE Mesh, 
Zigbee, and Wi Fi. These 
technologies are user friendly 
with flexibility and of course, it 
is affordable as compared to 
wired systems.

 Lighting Connectivity 
Currently, smart and 
connectivity is the latest buzz 
word around the corner and 
across the globe. Same thing is 
happening in lighting 
technology too and it will bring 
in the futuristic technologies 
ahead of the schedule. Lights 
will be controlled remotely or 
via voice. One will have 

complete control on the 
function and application of 
lights. These features will make 
the lights an integral part of the 
smart homes, smart city and so 
on. Connectivity and 
digitalisation allows for new 
forms of work, leading to more 
personalised working hours, 
new flexible working methods 
and variable work locations. 
This transition brings new 
challenges in creating optimum 
conditions for users that 
increase well-being and inspire 
top performance.
Technologies are Power over 
Ethernet (POE), IoT (Internet of 
Things), Visible Lighting Control 
(VLC), LiFietc. Each has its own 
hardware and software and will 
rule the lighting industry.

 Human Centric Lighting (HCL)
Light has a great effect on 
humans. Not only does it allow 
us to see. Light stimulates us 
and influences our moods and 
activity levels. With continuous 
research on the effect of lights 
on the human behaviour and 
body metabolism study are in 
progress on effects of lights, 
wave spectrum and how the 
certain colors of lights effect 
the moods, productivity and 
more importantly the health of 
the person working under the 
lights. Human Centric Lighting 
solutions can support the 
human circadian rhythm, 
enhance concentration, prevent 
sleeping disorders and improve 
our overall well-being.
The new use of light is made 

possible because of the new 
knowledge on the biological effects 
of light, and because of recent 

Human Centric Lighting
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innovations in lighting technology. 
With the introduction of LEDs, or 
Light Emitting Diodes, tuneable 
white light can be achieved in an 
energy-efficient manner, which is 
easy to control with advanced 
control systems. New, smart, 
connected lighting systems create 
endless possibilities with better 
user control.

Tunable-white lighting is one of 
the biggest trends in applications 
like commercial lighting, hospitality 
lighting, educational institutes and 
hospitals. LED developers have 
taken a serious grip on the photo-
biological research being produced 
by university departments and 
other groups. We know more 
about the way that humans 
function than ever before and you 

might say that it is fortunate for 
the LED community that the 
science appears to support a 
practical technology that is 
perfectly suited to LED exploitation. 

The reality is that tunable light 
will soon become as common as 
dimming. There are varying 
degrees of quality. People will 
begin to encounter HCL more, and 
they will soon come to expect it in 
the spaces where they spend 
prolonged amounts of time. That 
means new construction will soon 
demand this option in the design 
and specification stage. Also, 
retrofit opportunities must be 
available to existing buildings.

The end goal for a facility’s 
lighting, new or old, should be that 
it fades into the background in 

such a way that the built 
environment feels just as visually 
comfortable as the lighting in our 
natural environments — with 
abilities to simulate the daily 
transitions outside within the 
indoor space. And in the moments 
where manual adjustment is 
needed, the system can be 
optimised and altered to suit the 
specific task at hand.

Opportunities
Lighting industry in India has 

generated a lot of opportunity. LED 
lights have massively entered into 
residential, commercial, streetlight 
and yard lighting but still it has to 
go long way. In industrial lighting, 
still it has not entered the way it 
has changed the LED lights usages 
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in other sectors and therefore, 
there is a big scope in industrial 
application. With wireless Smart 
Lighting, LED industry can improve 
its profitability as compared to 
selling standard products like bulb 
and down lights. By entering into 
Human Centric Lighting for various 
sectors like offices, hospitality, 
educational institutes as well as 
healthcare industry can gain. With 
new technologies like POE LiFi, VLC, 
the lighting to smart city lighting, 
smart mall or retail lighting and so 
on and also collaboration with IT 
sectors, data & technology share 
and transfer, etc. This is the right 
time to invest in these technologies 
to be ready for the future.

Challenges
Currently, poor quality raw 

material and finished products are 
sold in the market to consumers at 
cheap prices but these products 
are spoiling the market and ill 
effects on the consumer well-being 
on long-term basis which is 
unvisible now. 

The sector is facing a biggest 
challenge of manufacturing of raw 
material like LED chip, its packaging 
driver components, optics and 
diffusers, etc locally in India. 

Currently, approximately 60 to 70 
per cent of raw material is imported 
and final assembly is locally done 
in India. This is not ‘Make in India’. 
Due to dependency on the imports 
the raw material quality, 
consistency in supply etc are 
sometimes difficult to manage. 
Frequent changes in the 
government policies also 
hampering the implementation of 
the manufacturing plan and 
setback for many companies. India 
has a huge potential to become a 
manufacturing hub for entire LED 
supply chain but need high capital 
investment. The government 
needs to roll out industry friendly 
policies and schemes to encourage 
such investments. The combined 
efforts will only work for ‘Make in 
India’ program successful.

Year 2018 – 2019 is very crucial 
year for Indian lighting industry as 
lot of new smart and wireless 
technologies will enter Indian 
Lighting Industry in a big way.

Lighting industry should invest 
in R&D, and manufacturing some 
of these technologies or some 
components locally in India for 
various applications. Small scales 
manufacturer who are associated 

with lighting industry should come 
together and start cluster-based 
products for LED, drivers and other 
components as an individually 
they will not be able to stand in 
fast changing lighting industry. 
They should work cohesively and 
go for mass production of 
components or finished products 
and supply across the globe. 

In near future, the lighting 
industry will move toward 
digitalisation so the sector should 
be ready to adapt to new 
technologies and integrate their 
products and services. Further, 
lighting industry should also be 
ready to offer the solutions to 
customers instead of just selling 
their products. They will have to 
offer complete solutions right from 
design to installation and 
commissioning of lighting products 
and systems to end users.

Outlook for the Sector 
2018-19

India LED lighting market is 
projected to grow at a CAGR of 25 
to 30 per cent in value terms during 
2018-2022 on account of increasing 
government initiatives to boost 
LED adoption and growing 
awareness regarding lower power 
consumption of LED lighting 
products. 

As per market research and 
Elcoma, the LED lighting market in 
India is expected to reach to INR 
220 billion by the year 2020. If we 
talk in term of contribution, then 
30 per cent is from commercial 
segment, 20 per cent from 
residential, 30 per cent street 
lighting and 20 per cent from 
industrial lighting.

According to a Press Information 
Bureau (PIB) announcement, by 
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2019, 770 million LED bulbs and 35 million LED 
streetlights will be deployed to replace conventional 
lights. Under the DeenDayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti 
Yojana (DDUGJY), 27.3 million LED bulbs have to be 
distributed to BPL households. Over 2.1 million 
conventional streetlights have already been replaced 
with LED streetlights across the country under the 
Street Lighting National Programme (SLNP).

LED Lighting Education & Skill 
Development 

Lighting professionals are not expert in Electronics 
and Electronics professionals have no knowledge 
about lighting. This is creating huge gap in technology 
reaching to end customers. LED lighting industry 
needs to focus on training the new talent for the 
industry as there is scarcity of quality manpower at all 
levels to drive the lighting business. There should be 
regular training internally and externally on products, 
technologies, soft skills and so on. 

This calls for skill development centres which is 
needed more not only at manufacturing level but 
installation and commissioning level as well as 
maintenance level for technicians.  Similarly, education 
for electrical consultant, architects and interior 
designers, application engineers, marketing persons, 
traders and so on different types of training courses 
are required which can be termed as midcareer 
education to learn about new technology for various 
applications. For this various associations in 
Electronics, electrical, lighting, utilities and other such 
fields should take initiative to create several training 
centres in all the states in India. The teaching material 
and training the teachers will be the hurdle besides 
investment in premises, training workshop, testing 
equipment and so on. 

Gulab Jha

Lighting Consultant

Anil Valia

Lighting Designer & Educator, 
Ex-Vice President & Founder Member 
ISLE, MIES Emeritus (USA)
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Curtain Raiser

Net metering was introduced in India as a 
measure to make rooftop solar more accessible 
and economical for electricity consumers. 

However, implementation across many states have 
been slow due to various challenges, more particularly 
DISCOMS fear of losing premier C&I customers. The 
rooftop capacity therefore has barely crossed 2.5 per 
cent of the 40 per cent of the national solar target. 
However, the segment is expected to pick up 
momentum with the launch of the Sustainable Rooftop 
Implementation for Solar Transfiguration of India 
(SRISTI) scheme which addresses DISCOMs’ concerns.

With electrically powered gadgets becoming an 
essential part of everyone’s life universal access to 
electricity has become a necessity as never before in 
India. Simultaneously power prices are rising and 
more and more cities are choking alarmingly with 
pollution. Clean solar energy has the great advantage 
of being put to use both as a small decentralised 
power generator of few tens of watts and as a mega 
centralised power plants.  

Commercial and Industrial rooftop solar market 
has been rising over the last two years, driven by the 
huge savings energy cost and the availability of 
attractive financial models. Low cost financing from 

India’s Rooftop Solar Market: High On 
Opportunities and Loaded With Challenges

multilateral agencies like the World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank, KfW etc are also helping the 
market growth. The C&I segment has accounted for 
close to 70 per cent of the total rooftop solar 
installations. However, the market potential still 
remains hugely under exploited. Among the serious 
constraints are:
 DISCOMSs’ disinterest for fear of losing high tariff 

paying C&I customers which helps them in 
offsetting the social burden of offering cheap or 
free power to agricultural sector. 

 Metering policies of states: many lack clarity and 
they are not aligned across the states.

 Serious issues like the possibility of abrupt 
downward revision of tariff orders looms large.
Experts from the industry, policy makers and 

market researchers will share their experience and 
views and suggest the ways to accelerate the market 
during three rooftop conference sessions at Intersolar 
India on December 11-13 in Bangalore. Andrew Hines, 
Co-founder of CleanMax Solar will give a mid-term 
outlook for rooftop PV in India. Ryan Cook Senior 
Consultant at Meister Consultants Group will talk 
about residential market push through PV-rooftop 
demand aggregation. R.K. Jain, Addl. General Manager 
(Solar) at Solar Energy Corporation of India will talk 
about the successes and constraints of the rooftop 
solar growth in India. Afterwards Anuvrat Joshi, India 
Business Development Director at Cleantech Solar 
Energy (India) Pvt. Ltd. will address key trends, 
opportunities and challenges in adoption and scaling 
of industrial solar. Furthermore, in a session organised 
by swissnex India, experts from Switzerland will 
showcase proven BIPV technologies and applications 
for more energy efficient buildings, innovative rooftop 
structures, and sustainable Greentech solutions. 

For more information, visit www.intersolar.in
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Solar

Endowed with vast and viable 
solar energy potential, India 
is making significant strides 

towards becoming a global solar 
superpower. Now the country has 
geared up to achieve its ambitious 
100 GW of solar energy capacity by 
2022 and has already installed 
solar capacity of 23.12 GW till July 
this year.

In a written reply to the Rajya 
Sabha, Power and New and 
Renewable Energy Minister R K 
Singh said, “The Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has 
planned a detailed trajectory so as 
to meet the target of 100 GW by 
2022. A capacity of 23.12 GW was 
already installed up to July 2018. 
Projects of around 10 GW are 

Picture Courtesy: www.shubz.in

Solar investments 
in India
Profitable yet risky

Solar investments can be put at risk by climatic factors, 
inappropriate component selection and poor handling and 
installation quality: Study

By Subhajit Roy, Group Editor
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under implementation and tenders for additional 
24.4 GW have been issued.”

Also, the favourable policies have led to record-low 
tariffs for adding solar power generation and today 
solar power costs even lesser than thermal. However, 
the ‘profitable yet risky’ for project developers and 
investors in photovoltaics (PV), reveals to a study by PI 

Corrosion caused by humidity and salt in the air can 
reduce the performance of plants in the long term.
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Berlin, a German technical advisory firm.
PI Berlin analysed six projects in India in 

collaboration with the MNRE and two state-run 
organisations, the National Institute of Solar Energy 
(NISE) and the Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) 
between 3-14 July 2017. These plants were chosen 
based on India-specific environmental factors: various 
climates, modules and mounting structures, and 
state-wise solar capacity.

“While large-scale projects of over 100 MW are 
now common, the investment risks caused by the 
climate, poor installation, and lack of proper 
maintenance is on the rise,” PI Berlin said in a 
statement.

The Climatic Factors
In most regions of the world, solar PV projects are 

primarily affected by a few climatic stress factors, 
such as salt in the air, high UV radiation, high humidity, 
heat, sand or strong winds. But, according to Asier 
Ukar, Senior Consultant at PI Berlin, in many parts of 
India, PV projects often face a large number of these 
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factors at the same time. Citing an example, he said, 
“In Rajasthan in particular – which is an especially 
lucrative place for PV projects due to the high level of 
solar radiation – PV modules and other system 
components have to battle against many climatic 
stress factors at once.”

To avoid outages, investors and project developers 
need to ensure that PV projects are designed 
appropriately from the outset. “For instance, earthing 
connections made from aluminium or featuring 
suitable coatings will not corrode as easily in soil with 
a high salt content,” says Ukar. “In addition, India has 
some of the highest solar irradiation rates in the 
world but that can also lead to faster component 
degradation.”

Price over quality!
In July this year, solar tariffs once again matched 

the record-low rate of Rs 2.44/unit in the latest 
auction. Such fall of tariffs puts pressure on the 
profitability and long-term viability of projects. 
According to Ukar, “The price pressures… frequently 

Although India is a profitable market for large PV 
investment projects, the environmental conditions expose 

the plants to a number of risks.

Picture Courtesy: PI Berlin

Signs of improper handling, such as footprints on 
modules, suggest operational errors.

Cell fractures often develop during the production or 
transportation of modules and are easy to detect.
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means that little attention is paid to PV module 
quality.”

For example, PI Berlin observed faulty electrical 
joints and delamination in several PV projects. “Defects 
like these could be avoided before and during 
production of the PV modules,” suggests Ukar. “PV 
modules were observed at all sites with cracked cells 
that were likely caused during transport, installation 
and maintenance. These defects could have been 
prevented if the PV modules were handled proficiently.”

He adds that investments are jeopardised as much 
by defects in the field as they are by lack of clarity in 
contracts. Contracts with EPCs and O&M companies 
often contain short and vaguely worded guarantees.

According to Ukar, regular monitoring of 
performance and operational data would improve 
predictive maintenance and increase system 
availability. For instance, while cleaning PV modules 
twice a month during the monsoon season may not 
be necessary, this process must be performed more 
frequently during dry periods.

Conclusion
“The Indian market is a double-edged sword,” 

states Ukar “although India has excellent levels of 
solar radiation, investments can be put at risk by 
climatic factors, inappropriate component selection 
and poor handling and installation quality. In order to 
obtain the highest possible rates of return from PV 
projects, steps need to be taken to ensure that high-
quality components and the proper assurance 
processes are put in place.”

The study concluded that affordable practical 
steps could be taken to mitigate these risks in spite of 
the current price pressures. 



    Gujarat Energy Development Agency 
     4th floor, Block No.12 Udyog Bhavan, Sector11,Gandhinagar-382 017, Gujarat, 
     Phone : +91-079-23257251-53 Email: director@geda.org.in 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

   Gujarat’s Renewable Energy Achievements and Impacts 

Source Installed Capacity Savings of Conventional 
Energy 

Wind 5755 MW 11.51 Million Ton of CO2 emission 
avoided. 

8.056 Million Ton of Coal saved. 
Solar 1707 MW 2.729 Million Ton of CO2 emission 

avoided. 
1.91 Million Ton of Coal saved. 

Biomass 51.2 MW 149.13 Thousand Ton of CO2 emission 
avoided. 

124.27 Thousand Ton of Coal saved. 
Biogas 17910 cum 107460 LPG cylinder saved. 

57312 Ton of organic manure produce. 

Solar Water Heater 11.13 Million liters 77986 Ton of CO2 emission avoided. 
54209 Ton of Coal saved. 

78.47 Million Units electricity saved. 
          *Data of 31st  August 2018 
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Green Energy

Central to DEIF’s vision to be the preferred global supplier of green, safe 
and reliable energy control solutions, DEIF is committed to actively 
engaging in and supporting sustainable environmental policy by 
developing and supplying cleantech products and intelligent power 
management.

Climate change effects world 
over have resulted in 
transition of focus from 

using black to green energy 
solutions. Not only so, people also 
want to introduce a mix of green in 
their existing portfolio with 
multiple green energy sources.

Central to DEIF’s vision to be 
the preferred global supplier of 
green, safe and reliable energy 
control solutions, DEIF is 
committed to actively engaging in 
and supporting sustainable 
environmental policy by developing 
and supplying cleantech products 
and intelligent power management. 
DEIF’s goal is to help make the 
world a little greener every time 
DEIF implements its solution. 
Reflecting the accelerating switch 
of the worldwide energy system 

Green Solutions from DEIF

towards more renewable and 
sustainable energy practices, 
DEIF’s progressive strategies and 
product development focus 
intensely on wind power, hybrid 
Solar, hydropower and biogas. 

Aiming also to act in an ethically 
responsible way across all business 
segments, including conventional 
power generation, all DEIF 
products and solutions are 
developed in accordance with 
DEIF’s green vision. DEIF develops 
energy efficient products and 
solutions that reduce fuel 
consumption, maintenance 
intervals, thus, cutting harmful 
emissions and costs. As a means 
to combat climate change, 
conserve natural resources and 
meet the challenges of global 
population growth, we are 

continuously looking for ways to 
increase the performance and 
efficiency of our partners’ 
installations. 20 per cent of DEIF’s 
more than 500 highly skilled 
employees work in R&D in its 
pursuit of excellence, consistently 
mapping new ways in power 
control technology.

A  DEIF solution is a greener 
choice because it means optimised 
operation: life extensions and 
other advanced technologies make 
our customers’ assets more 
valuable and operationally more 
efficient. DEIF solutions being cost-
effective balance economy and 
conserve the environment as they 
are highly efficient.  

Extracting more out of 
the Sun

DEIF’s Automatic Sustainable 
Controller (ASC) is a solution that 
provides integrated solution for 
systems with utility, diesel and 
solar power source. The system 
provides an interface between the 
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diesel or gas genset and solar with 
or without presence of utility 
power - a solution that enables a 
client to share the load between 
solar PV cell and diesel or gas 
genset with maximum solar 
penetration, thus, resulting in 
maximised savings even during 
utility failure. Using solar for the 
additional period of the year can 
make that period also further 
green and help maximise the 
project’s overall return on 
investment. DEIF’s solar solution 
will thus, prove to be a boon to 
India’s evolving solar sector.

Capturing the Wind
Every product in DEIF’s Wind 

Power Technology division is 
contributing to a greener world. Its 
products do not only contribute 
but also optimise. Thus, the control 
systems of DEIF Wind Power 

Technology are constantly subject 
to optimisation of the energy 
generated by the wind turbines.

Flexible and reliable control 
solutions being the strength, the 
company delivers everything from 
complete turnkey solutions to 
individual components.

DEIF continuously strives to 
improve the performance of the 
wind turbines and makes necessary 
upgrades to the application and 
embedded software. Customer 
also benefits by receiving free 
software updates in future as well.

DEIF’s wind turbine control 
systems are not only suitable for 
new installations but also can be 
used for retrofitting existing wind 
turbines to give clients numerous 
key benefits.

Harnessing Hydro Power
Hydroelectric power plants are 

installed to capture energy from 
the flowing water and turned into 
electricity. Delomatic 4 (DM-4) 
Hydro-controlled plants offer fully 
automated control for stable 
optimised operation and require 
less maintenance and fewer man 
hours. Compatible with all types of 
turbines, the Delomatic 4 Hydro is 
flexible and easy to adapt with 
simple parameter settings. Critical 
functions such as speed governing, 
generator protections and 
synchronising are fully integrated 
with password-protected features 
for maximum security.

The advantages to DEIF’s 
Delomatic solution go beyond 
savings, wiring, construction, 
engineering and maintenance. It is 
also a flexible solution equally 
suited for new installations and 
retrofits, designed to control hydro 
turbine generators ranging from 2 
kW to 20MW along with its auxiliary 
equipment.

Making the Most Out of 
Waste Gas

Regardless if gas is bio, natural, 
landfill or other, DEIF’s control 
solutions will enable to convert it 
into energy. Irrespective of size of 
application, type and make of gas Retrofit package
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Green Energy
engine or turbine, DEIF’s standard 
controllers are extremely flexible 
and will accommodate most of 
client’s needs. But DEIF is also 
happy to develop completely 
unique solutions designed 
exclusively for client’s specific 
application. DEIF’s product DM 400 
Gas is suitable for total engine 
control and protection whereas 
Automatic Genset Controller – 
AGC-4 Gas is suitable for power 
management and CHP applications. 
Installing DEIF solution benefits 
through increased operational 
availability of the system and 
enhanced cost saving by not having 
to pay to dispose the waste.

Transforming black to 
green

Equipped with features and 
functionalities such as fuel 
optimisation, load dependent start 
or stop, asynchronous load 
sharing, DEIF’s Automatic Genset 
Controller – AGC-4 is the most 
comprehensive and flexible power 
management and protection unit 
in the diesel segment. The 
innovative solution gives a client a 
critical market advantage that 
ultimately helps him or her 
produce more green power at the 
lowest possible cost.

Internally Green
DEIF A/S is ISO 14001:2004 

certified for Environmental 
Management Systems. DEIF A/S 
also has been approved by Lloyd’s 

Register Quality Assurance with 
the environmental scope as “The 
environmental aspects in relation 
to the processes, facilities and 
buildings for administration, 
development and manufacturing 
of control & instrumentation 
products.”

The green focus at DEIF is not 
only related to product solutions 
but also to its internal processes as 
well. Internally, DEIF’s focus on 
carbon-neutral heating and 
cooling; the DEIF Group’s 
headquarters in Skive, 
Denmark,  features advanced 
green energy system includes a 
carbon neutral Aqua Thermal 
Storage System: storing ground 
water at constant temperatures in 
underground wells, the system 
heats and cools the buildings and 
has an indefinite lifespan.

DEIF’s CHP plant cuts emissions 
– a micro CHP plant generating 
power for DEIF’s buildings, 
naturally equipped with DEIF 
controllers, helps keep our CO2 
emissions low. DEIF wants to 
prevent pollution and reduce 
negative environmental impact by 
encouraging all employees to have 
a high environmental awareness in 
every relevant decision taken in 
the company, especially in its 
processes and production. The 
company wants to have a common 
green mind-set.

DEIF A/S is part of the CO2 
neutral website initiative. The 

carbon emissions from both the 
website and the users of the site 
are offset through the building of 
new renewable energy sources, 
various CO2 reducing projects, and 
through purchasing certified CO2 
offsets cleared by relevant 
government institutions and 
bodies.

The DEIF website is hosted on 
Hostnordics servers. As part of 
Hostnordics green IT strategy to 
minimise power consumption to 
take pressure off the environment.

DEIF’s printed marketing 
material is carbon compensated 
according to ClimateCalc (Cert. no. 
CC-000033/DK). The paper used 
for printing is FSC certified (Forest 
Stewardship Council) implying that 
the paper comes from well 
managed forests that provide 
environmental, social and 
economic benefits. The printed 
matter also carries NORDIC 
ECOLABEL stamp that evaluates a 
product’s impact on the 
environment throughout the 
whole life cycle.

DEIF has done its part in all 
aspects of product life cycle, now it 
is client’s turn to make a 
commitment towards green 
energy and safe environment. DEIF 
can help a client achieve green 
energy goals. Backed by local 
support team, choosing DEIF 
implies reliable and fast on-site 
service and support.  

For more information, visit india@deif.in
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This article covers two devices i.e. Highly Immunised RCCBs (Hi RCCBs) 
and Over Voltage Protection, which if used can provide better safety and 
reliability for the users.

With the advent of increased 
industrialisation and 
increased demand for 

housing, technology advancement 
is taking place at an extremely fast 
pace. This has not only led to an 
increase in demand for electricity, 
but also has demanded an increase 
in the requirement for safety and 
reliability of electrical systems.

In our day-to-day lives, 
electricity has become an integral 
aspect. We cannot imagine a life 
without electricity. In today’s times 
when more and more electronic 
devices are being used in 
households, the demands on the 
quality of supply has increased. 
There is also a considerable 
increase in the awareness on the 
correct use of electricity. However, 
it is observed that more and more 
organisations as well as people 
focus on the energy saving aspect 
of electricity and very few focus on 
the safety and reliability of the 
electric supply.

The basic safety aspects are 
covered by the IS or IEC standards 
and most of the reputed 
manufacturers are following these 
standards to meet the basic needs 
of safety and reliability. However, 

Safety & Reliability in Electrical 
Installations

with the increased use of electronic 
devices in many cases, the basic 
safety devices do not operate due 
to the properties of the electronic 
devices used and the properties of 
the safety device.

This article covers two devices 
i.e. Highly Immunised RCCBs (Hi 
RCCBs) and Over Voltage 
Protection, which if used can 
provide better safety and reliability 
for the users.

Hi RCCBs (Highly 
Immunised RCCBs)

There is an increased awareness 
amongst the users on the use of 
RCCBs in electrical installations. As 
per NEC 2011 the use of RCCBs is 
recommended at all sub 
distribution levels and hence there 
is a steady increase in India on the 
use of Residual Current Devices 
(RCD) in most of the electrical 
installations. However, it may so 
happen that in some cases the 
Residual Current Device may not 
trip during a genuine earth fault or 
may cause nuisance tripping when 
there is no Earth Fault. Such cases 
compromise the safety and 
reliability of the electrical 
installation. To avoid this kind of 
situations it is recommended to 

use Hi (Highly Immunised) RCCBs.
Increased use of semi-

conductors in electronic 
instruments in commercial 
application such as computers, 
printer, photocopiers and other 
non-linear loads and in industrial 
applications such as Variable 
Frequency Drives, thyristors, 
inverters, speed controllers have 
increased problems of pulsated 
DC currents, harmonics and 
transients in electrical networks. 
These electrical disturbances 
(pulsated DC currents, harmonics 
and transients) distorts the pure 
sine waveform of alternating 
current and lowers the overall 
power quality. RCCB being a very 
sensitive device may trip due to 
these electrical disturbances in the 
system, which deforms/distort the 
sine wave.
These disturbances can be due to:
 External disturbance - High 

voltage network disturbance, 
natural lightening

 Internal disturbances - 
Harmonics – non-linear loads 
like VFD, electronic loads

 Pulsated DC currents – 
Thyristors, SMPS, electronic 
loads
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 Switching surges – switching of induction motors, 

transformers

IEC 61008 defines RCCB as per 
following class:
 Class AC - for normal AC supply networks with no 

harmonics
 Class A - for disturbed AC supply networks having 

pulsated DC currents
 Class B - for pure DC networks

Effect of network disturbances of 
working of RCCBs - Pulsated DC currents

Electrical networks feeding power to devices like 
SMPS, thyristors, dimmers, VFDs, power electronics 
etc. would generate pulsated DC components in the 
leakage currents. As per Faraday’s law, the rate 
change of flux generated at the core due to the 
leakage current with pulsated DC components is not 
proportional to the magnitude of the leakage current. 
The tripping relay then would not have sufficient 
power to trip the RCCB, thereby compromising on 
safety. This phenomenon is known as “Blinding” of 
RCCBs.

Harmonics
In a normal alternating current power system, the 

voltage varies sinusoidally at a specific frequency, 50 
hertz for India. When a linear electrical load is 
connected to the system, it draws a sinusoidal current 
at the same frequency as the voltage (though usually 
not in phase with the voltage).

When a non-linear load, such as a rectifier, is 
connected to the system, it draws a current that is not 
necessarily sinusoidal. The current waveform can 
become quite complex, depending on the type of load 
and its interaction with other components of the 
system. It is possible to decompose it into a series of 
simple sinusoidal waveforms, with each waveform 
having a frequency which is an integer multiple of 
fundamental frequency. These current waveforms 
which have frequency which is integer multiple of 
main power frequency current is known as harmonic 
current. Some common examples of non-linear loads 
include common office equipment such as computers 
and printers, and also variable speed drives.

These high frequency harmonic current negatively 
affects the performance of RCCBs. Harmonic current 
increases the impedance of the secondary circuit 
(given by XL = 2 π fL) of the RCCB CBCT. This increase 

in impedance of secondary circuit hampers the power 
transfer to the tripping relay. It leads to non-tripping 
of RCCBs which is also known as “Blinding” of RCCBs.

Transients
Transient over voltages, when present in a network 

generally exceeds the insulation voltage of an 
installation. This leads to momentary puncture of the 
insulation, thereby generating leakage current, 
causing nuisance tripping of AC class RCDs. AC class 
RCDs cannot differentiate between a transient and 
permanent leakage current. 

Effects of electronic loads on RCCBs
Electronic devices like computers, printers, copiers, 

medical equipment like x-ray machines, to comply 
with EMC directives, are equipped with interference 
filters. These interference filters generate permanent 
leakage current to the tune of 1.5 mA. When a few 
such loads are connected in a network, the summation 
of the leakage currents may cross the tripping 
threshold, and trip the AC class RCD. The risk is high 
when the installed RCD is AC class with sensitivity of 
30 mA.

Effect of harmonic filters on RCCBs
Harmonics generated and circulating in the 

networks is harmful and needs to be eliminated by 
employing filtering condensers between phase / 
neutral & earth, i.e. Harmonic filters. This is essential 
to facilitate proper functioning of other equipment’s 
connected in the network.

AC class RCDs installed in such networks cannot 
differentiate between a high frequency harmonic 
leakage current bypassed to the earth and a normal 
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50 HZ leakage current and trips. In summary, electrical 
disturbance in power supply interferes with the 
operation of RCCBs connected to network. These 
disturbances have following effects on the working of 
RCDs:

Nuisance Tripping
 RCCB may trip without a genuine earth leakage.
 Continuity of supply is affected, though no 

compromise in people’s safety.

Blinding
 RCCB may not trip on a genuine earth leakage
 People’s safety is no longer guaranteed In both 

above cases, either continuity of supply or people’s 
safety is compromised which is not desirable.
Hi RCCB which can withstand the disturbances 

which causes nuisance tripping or blinding in normal 
(Class AC & Class A) RCCBs.

Hi RCCBs have following design features which 
make it superior than Class A or AC RCCBs for 
electrically disturbed networks:
 Specially designed torrid which solves the problem 

of non-activation of relay in case of leakage of 
pulsated DC current.

 Electronic filter circuits for treatment of tripping 
signals to improve the performance compared to 
standard RCCBs.

 Improved tripping band of 80 - 100% of rated 
sensitivity which is much narrower than a normal 
class AC RCCBs (50-100%).
Hi (High Immunity) RCCBs provides reliable earth 

leakage protection in electrically disturbed networks 
(electrical networks having pulsated DC components, 
harmonics and switching transients).

Comparison of Hi RCCBs with Class A 
& Class AC RCCBs generally available

Table 1 shows the comparison between Class AC, 
Class A and Hi RCCBs.
RCCB Type Suitable for Electrical Networks with

Pulsated DC 
Current Harmonics Switching 

Surges
Class AC 
RCCB No No No

Class A 
RCCB Yes No No

Hi RCCB Yes Yes Yes
Class A RCCB may not work satisfactorily in 

electrical networks disturbed by harmonics & 
switching transients and may give nuisance tripping.

Hi (High Immunity) RCCBs are suitable for earth 
leakage protection in electrically disturbed networks 
(electrical networks having pulsated DC components, 
harmonics & switching transients).

Hi RCCBs employs special filter circuits to avoid 
“nuisance tripping” (tripping without any genuine 
fault) and ensure tripping on genuine earth faults 
(avoids blinding).

Various disturbances causing 
nuisance tripping or blinding

Table 2 shows the common loads in commercial 
and industrial application which generate pulsated 
DC components or harmonics. 

Table 2: The common loads in commercial and industrial application which generate pulsated DC 
components or harmonics.

Disturbance Nuisance Tripping Blinding Load Factors

50Hz Constant Leakage Current Charged Cables

HF Transient Leakage Currents / 
Equipped with Filters

Electronic Ballasts, SMPS, Dimmers, 
Power Electronic Equipment

Leakage Current with Pulsated 
DC Components

DC Motors, SMPS, Variable Speed 
Drives

Devices with interference filters 
for EMC Compliance

Computers, Printers, X Ray Machines, 
Medical Equiment

Lighting Surges Natural Lighting

Switching Surges Motors, Transformers, Neon Lights

Huzefa Poonawala

Head Marketing
Hager Electro Pvt. Ltd.
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Insulation

Insulation Resistance and Polarisation Index has been around since 1970 
or earlier. It is most practised diagnostic or troubleshooting test. However, 
is it still relevant today?

Insulation Resistance (IR) is a measure of quality of 
the insulation – resistance offered to flow of 
current through it. So, IR = V/I as measured directly 

by a Mega-ohmmeter (not multimeter). However, 
insulation has capacitance and resistive model, by 
virtue of which, the leakage current is not a steady 
value. It comprises of conduction current, absorption 
current, capacitive current (see Graph: Charging 
Current Components), which causes total current to 
drop in non-linear fashion, as time progresses. This 
implies that IR values increase as we continue to 
charge with steady DC voltage. 

The measurement value after 1 min, and corrected 
to 40°C, has been accepted worldwide as the IR value. 

This resistance offered by insulation depends 
upon geometry - length of path and cross-section 
area and/or its property (volume resistivity - ρl/A). So, 
any change in these properties, will affect the IR. For 
instance, mechanical damage that can cause cracks or 
pores and expose the insulation to impurities like 
moisture ingress through such cracks. Other reason 
could be chemical damage/corrosion or maybe 
temperature that causes the material to change its 
structure. It can also be comprehended that such 

Looking Beyond IR-PI Tests for Stator 
Insulation

changes could be gradual and take a long period of 
time e.g. change in structure due to temperature. 
Such changes will only worsen as time progresses 
(irreversible harm).  Low IR can also be due to sudden 
phenomena, viz., insulation being cut (irreversible 
harm) or flood water (reversible). 

The above rationale has rendered IR = 0 MOhm, as 
an easy troubleshooting tool to determine whether 
an insulation has flashed (phase to earth fault). 

Similarly, Polarisation Index PI = IR10 min / IR1 min, is a 
measure of how the IR value varies with time. If there 
is excessive contamination or high amount of 
moisture, the conductance current and leakage 
currents (especially along surface of stator overhangs) 
are expected to be high. This implies that the IR value, 
for wet (contaminated) insulation will be low (little 
rise) with time, as compared to a dry insulation 
system (significant rise). So, for dry system PI > 2 
which is acceptable limit as per IEEE 43:2013, whereas 
for a wet system PI < 2, which is not acceptable.

So why should we look beyond IR-PI?
Removal of humidity or moisture often results in 
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reduction in conductance and surface leakage 
currents, which causes PI values to improve. 
Maintenance managers are seen to be so passionate 
about this test that they have subjected a good 
insulation system to excessive heating, simply because 
PI values were less than 2. 

Remember, leakage current in an insulation will 
actually increase, if the electrons gain sufficient energy 
to jump the valence gap and break covalent bonds. 
So, IR will actually start decreasing due to increase in 
temperature. Some of these effects could also be 
irreversible in nature.

The standard IEEE 43 clearly states that 
1. PI value should not be referred to as a parameter 

of significance when IR> 5 GOhm. Yet many 
overhauling vendors/maintenance employees 
have been penalised for not being able to improve 
the PI values > 2, even when IR values exceed 10 
GOhm.

2. PI is not applicable for machines where the copper 
is exposed to atmosphere (eg. Dc armatures, LT 
motors/exciters that have enamel coated round 
wire conductors, turbo-rotors of large alternators 
etc.)  
How do you interpret IR values? If your technician 

reports that the IR value is 3000 MOhm (say nearly 
similar for each phase), do you refer to IEEE 43:2013 
table of acceptable values and since IR >> 100 MOhm, 
conclude that the stator is in good condition. Add to 
that PI>2, so perfect! Well, it may come as a rude 
shock that this is the most incorrect way to analyse 
results. Just check the below case:

6034 hp, 6000 V, 502 A, 1481 rpm, Class F insulation 

system, 2,000 manufactured Boiler Feed Pump motor.
Test Voltage: 2500 V Values are corrected to 40°C
Phase IR 1min (MΩ) IR 10min (MΩ) PI

U 2840 13600 4.79
V 2900 14000 4.83
W 3500 16500 4.71

UVW 1140 5570 4.89
IR and PI tests were primarily developed at a time 

when Class B thermoplastic insulation like bitumen 
was largely used. These were hygroscopic and would 
absorb moisture leading to great degradation. 
Subsequently, insulation material technology has 
improved greatly to modern day epoxy-mica resin-
based Class F thermosetting system, further enhanced 
by processes like VPI. In this system, conductance 
current=0. They are non-hygroscopic. Below is 
statistical distribution of IR values of 700 motors 
sampled over last few years. The modern-day 
insulation yields IR values > 1 GOhm. In fact, in most 
cases above 10 GOhm. One cannot expect these 
values to drop to 100 MOhm before ringing any 

Dry carbonised dust along stator
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alarm. A more appropriate method is to maintain log 
of IR values (from such spot tests) and trend them.

So what tests should one look at?
A) To start with many agencies are now looking at 

discharge currents. This discharging current or the 
re-absorption current is measured. Such a current 
is independent of surface leakage current
a. Dielectric Discharge (DD) Test: This is a test 

introduced by Megger. The DD or dielectric 
discharge is the value of this discharging current 
after 1 min divided by the product of applied 
voltage (during charging for 30 min) and 
capacitance of the insulation. Low DD values 
imply good system. High DD values implies 
problem with insulation.

b. Charge Discharge Test: This test is offered by 
Power Electronical and is based on research 
paper “Dielectric Test Methods for Rotating 
Machine Stator Insulation Inspection” – R. 
Goffeaux, B. Comte, B. Fruth, IEEE Transaction, 
Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena, 
Oct. 1998. Annual Report. Conference. The 
insulation is charged for 15 to 20 minutes (so 
one can still measure IR/PI values) and then 
discharged through known external resistor. 
Discharging current (or depolarisation current) 
curve with time is then subjected to non-linear 
regression to get back the parameters (a1, a2, 
a3, τ1, τ2, τ3 in equation below) that helps to 
derive the insulation model. 

Idepol = I0 + a1.e
(-t/τ1) + a2.e

(-t/ τ2)+ a3.e
(-t/ τ3)

These are then used to determine 
 Conduction Index (CI): Defines the global state of 

insulation and insulation condition linked to slow 
polarisation mechanisms

 Ageing Factor (A): This determines the general 
ageing/degradation

 Normalised Discharge Resistance (RCdch) – defined 
by IEEE 43, lower than 2000 values signifies lack of 
curing, thermal ageing, moisture absorption in 
bulk wall of insulation.
This method is similar to the PDC technique used 

for transformer monitoring or IRC (Isothermal 
Relaxation Current) technique used in cable testing.
B) To also look actively into ac tests that give more 

insights into insulation, which the dc test like IR/PI 
will not give. These include 
a. Tan Delta and Capacitance Test (IEEE 286:2000 

or upcoming IEC 60034-27-3)
b. Partial Discharge Test using PRPD analysis. (IEC 

60270, IEC 60034-27)
These tests can be used in conjunction with IR and 

PI to give a much more insightful analysis. For example, 
the extent of air-spaces in insulation volume (through 
tip-up in tan delta and capacitance variation with 
voltage rise), the condition of resin cure, delamination 
between tape layers, looseness of coils in slots, 
presence of partial discharge – its characteristic, 
severity, location and potential to damage the 
insulation, aging status besides a more reliable 
assessment of contamination and moisture.

Such, holistic approach is any time better than 
relying on just two parameters (IR and PI), especially 
when it empowers decision makers with a more 
credible data to take important decisions on whether 
to continue running the motor for next ‘n’ years or to 
plan for overhauling. This in turn helps in better 
budget planning and avoiding costly unplanned 
downtimes. 
Ameet Choughule, Power Electronical, Nashik
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Product Avenue

TwinCAT IoT Communicator

The TwinCAT IoT 
Communicator makes it 
easy for PLCs to 

communicate with mobile 
devices by connecting the 
TwinCAT controller directly and 
securely to a messaging service 
through TLS encryption. For 
smartphone and tablet users, the 
associated IoT Communicator 
App ensures that process data 
can be represented on all mobile devices in a clear 
overview. Alarms are sent to the device as push 
messages.

The TwinCAT 3 IoT Communicator exchanges 
data using a publish/subscribe mechanism. Since 
no special firewall settings are needed, integration 
into an existing IT network is easy. Information is 
exchanged via a message broker that uses the 
standardised MQTT protocol and acts as a central 
messaging service in a cloud or local network. A 

high level of communication 
security is guaranteed by proven 
TLS encryption (up to version 1.2).

Transmitted process data can 
be displayed on mobile devices 
using the IoT Communicator App, 
which is available for both Android 
and iOS operating systems. The 
IoT Communicator App also 
incorporates an integrated QR 
code scanner to facilitate entry of 

access data for communication between the broker 
and individual users. The TwinCAT IoT Communicator 
simplifies the transmission of push messages. It 
offers a number of advantages over conventional 
e-mail and SMS messages by visualizing live data, 
variables and status values. This makes the IoT 
Communicator an ideal addition to the related 
TwinCAT IoT and TwinCAT Analytics software 
products.  
For more details, visit: www.beckhoff.com

The TwinCAT IoT Communicator software 
and the IoT Communicator App provide 
convenient and secure access to process 

data via mobile end devices.
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Product Avenue

KUSAM-MECO Digital High Voltage Insulation Tester

KUSAM-MECO has introduced a 
new digital high voltage 
insulation resistance tester 

with polarisation index and dielectric 
absorption ratio having output 
voltage range from 500V ~ 10KV; 
Model KM 6213A IN.

The KM 6213A IN has new added 
features with a low consumption 
high performance processor. It 
displays results much faster and has 
more advanced features. It has 
automatic polarization index and 
dielectric absorption ratio 
calculations.

Results are displayed on the high contrast LCD. 
It’s convenient mounting angle makes it more 
readable for most users, in diverse working 
conditions. It has large LCD display with timer. It can 
stop the test automatically and switch the tester off 
automatically. It has very low power consumption. It 
has colour coded terminals and test leads.

The KM 6213A IN is portable, tough and rugged 
and can sustain industrial environment handling, it 

can test at voltage from as low as 
500V upto as high as 10000V, 
adjustable with a 500V step. This 
insulation tester is lightweight, 
robust and compact size. It has auto-
stop, EnerSave and is a non-
destructive tester.

It is used to test insulation 
resistance on Ceramic insulators, 
between Busbars, open circuit of 
contactors connections, insulating 
materials. It is mainly used for 
periodic measurements to ensure 
that user and equipment are safe. 
The new PI and DAR features are 

useful to schedule maintenance. The user keeps 
records of the PI and DAR results and can analyse 
these results over time.

It operates on 8 x C size 1.5V alkaline battery. It 
indicates low battery while in use. It has auto-off 
function which increases life of battery. Weight is 
approximately 3.6 kgs. It is supplied with test leads 
and operator’s manual. 
For more details, visit: www.kusam-meco.co.in

Kyoritsu launches new insulation testers

Ky o r i t s u 
launches 1KV 
i n s u l a t i o n 

testers with PI/DAR 
+ Bluetooth/
Memory. In our 
endeavour to 
provide the best in 
m e a s u r e m e n t , 
Kyoritsu has following three models available.
 KEW3551: Standard model
 KEW3552: With memory function
 KEW3552BT: With memory and Bluetooth 

communication functions
Key features of KEW 3552 BT: 
 World’s fastest measurement speed (0.5 sec.)
 Resistance test (50/100/125/250/500/1000 V) Six 

ranges available for insulation
 Insulation measurement up to 40GΩ
 Diagnostic Insulation Test: PI, DAR
Other Features of 3552:
 Short-circuit current upto 1.5mA 
 Continuity test available 40.00/400.0/4000Ω
 It comes Standard with a carry case and test 

leads with remote control switch.
 Large display with bar graph indication and 

backlight 
 Live voltage warning 
 Safety standard IEC61010 CAT 600V/CAT IV 

300V IEC61557-1,2,4
 EMC standard: IEC61326-1,-2-2 IEC60529
 IP 40
 Bluetooth communication function available on 

(KEW 3552BT)
 Memory function available (Kew 3552/3552BT)
 Clock available on (Kew 3552/3552BT)
 Auto power off 
 Automatically discharges electric charges stored 

in capacitive circuit when measurement is 
finished.

 Voltage measurement AC /DC auto detection.
 Zero Ω adjustment function 
 With elapsed time display  
 Illuminance sensor Detect ambient brightness 

and automatically turn on off light.
 Hold Function available 
 Low battery indication  
For more details, Email: info.ei@kew-india.co.in
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EnvironmentMatters

Limiting global warming to 1.5-degree C is not an 
impossible task, but would need global 
greenhouse gas emission to fall by about 45 per 

cent from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching ‘net zero’ 
around 2050, reveals a new report by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

“Limiting warming to 1.5-degree C is possible 
within the laws of chemistry and physics but doing so 
would require unprecedented changes,” said Jim 
Skea, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group III. IPCC is the 
leading world body for assessing the science related 
to climate change, its impacts and potential future 
risks, and possible response options. 

With clear benefits to people and natural 
ecosystems, limiting global warming to 1.5-degree C 
compared to 2-degree C could go hand in hand with 
ensuring a more sustainable and equitable society, 

“Limiting global warming to 1.5°C 
is not an impossible task”

the Special Report on Global Warming of 
1.5-degree C by the IPCC released recently in 
Incheon, Korea said. 

Ninety-one authors and review editors from 40 
countries prepared the IPCC report in response to 
an invitation from the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) when it 
adopted the Paris Agreement in 2015. 

“With more than 6,000 scientific references 
cited and the dedicated contribution of thousands 
of expert and government reviewers worldwide, 
this important report testifies to the breadth and 
policy relevance of the IPCC,” said Hoesung Lee, 

Chair of the IPCC. 
Panmao Zhai, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group I 

stated: “One of the key messages that comes out very 
strongly from this report is that we are already seeing 
the consequences of 1-degree C of global warming 
through more extreme weather, rising sea levels and 
diminishing Arctic sea ice, among other changes.” 

The report highlights a number of climate change 
impacts that could be avoided by limiting global 
warming to 1.5-degree C compared to 2-degree C, or 
more. For example, by 2100, global sea level rise 
would be 10 cm lower with global warming of 
1.5-degree C compared to 2-degree C. The likelihood 
of an Arctic Ocean free of sea ice in summer would be 
once per century with global warming of 1.5-degree C, 
compared with at least once per decade with 2-degree 
C. Coral reefs would decline by 70-90 per cent with 
global warming of 1.5-degree C, whereas virtually all 
(> 99 per cent) would be lost with 2-degree C. 

“Every extra bit of warming matters, especially 
since warming of 1.5-degree C or higher increases the 
risk associated with long-lasting or irreversible 
changes, such as the loss of some ecosystems,” said 
Hans-Otto Pörtner, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group II. 

Limiting global warming would also give people 

Limiting global warming to 1.5-degree C compared 
with 2-degree C would reduce challenging impacts on 
ecosystems, human health and well-being, making it 
easier to achieve the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals.
Priyardarshi Shukla, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group III.

>>>

Picture Courtesy: www.pixabay.com
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and ecosystems more room to adapt and remain 
below relevant risk thresholds, added Pörtner. The 
report also examines pathways available to limit 
warming to 1.5-degree C, what it would take to 
achieve them and what the consequences could be. 
“The good news is that some of the kinds of actions 
that would be needed to limit global warming to 
1.5-degree C are already underway around the world, 
but they would need to accelerate,” said Valerie 
Masson-Delmotte, Co-Chair of Working Group I. 

The report said that allowing the global temperature 
to temporarily exceed or ‘overshoot’ 1.5-degree C 
would mean a greater reliance on techniques that 
remove CO2 from the air to return global temperature 
to below 1.5-degree C by 2100. The effectiveness of 
such techniques is unproven at large scale and some 
may carry significant risks for sustainable development, 
the report notes. 

“Limiting global warming to 1.5-degree C compared 
with 2-degree C would reduce challenging impacts on 
ecosystems, human health and well-being, making it 
easier to achieve the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals,” said Priyardarshi Shukla, 
Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group III. 

The decisions we make today are critical in ensuring 
a safe and sustainable world for everyone, both now 
and in the future, said Debra Roberts, Co-Chair of IPCC 
Working Group II. “This report gives policymakers and 
practitioners the information they need to make 
decisions that tackle climate change while considering 
local context and people’s needs. The next few years are 
probably the most important in our history,” she said. 

The report was prepared under the scientific 
leadership of all three IPCC working groups. Working 
Group I assesses the physical science basis of climate 
change; Working Group II addresses impacts, 
adaptation and vulnerability; and Working Group III 
deals with the mitigation of climate change. 

The Paris Agreement adopted by 195 nations at 
the 21st Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC in 
December 2015 included the aim of strengthening the 
global response to the threat of climate change by 
“holding the increase in the global average temperature 
to well below 2-degree C above pre-industrial levels 
and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase 
to 1.5-degree C above pre-industrial levels.” 

As part of the decision to adopt the Paris Agreement, 
the IPCC was invited to produce, in 2018, a Special 
Report on global warming of 1.5-degree C above pre-
industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas 
emission pathways. The IPCC accepted the invitation, 
adding that the Special Report would look at these 
issues in the context of strengthening the global 
response to the threat of climate change, sustainable 
development, and efforts to eradicate poverty. 

Global Warming of 1.5-degree C is the first in a 
series of Special Reports to be produced in the IPCC’s 
Sixth Assessment Cycle. Next year the IPCC will 
release the Special Report on the Ocean and 
Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, and Climate 
Change and Land, which looks at how climate change 
affects land use. 

The Summary for Policymakers (SPM) presents the 
key findings of the Special Report, based on the 
assessment of the available scientific, technical and 
socio-economic literature relevant to global warming 
of 1.5-degree C.

The report would be a key scientific input into the 
Katowice Climate Change Conference in Poland in 
December, when governments review the Paris 
Agreement to tackle climate change. 
(Source: IPCC)

Key Highlights

Global warming should be limited to 1.5C rather 
than 2C to ensure the impacts of climate change.

By 2100, global sea level rise would be 10 cm 
lower with global warming of 1.5C compared to 2C

Coral reefs would decline by 70-90% with warming 
of 1.5C, compared to more than 99% with 2C.

To limit warming to 1.5C, net emissions of 
carbon dioxide would need to fall by about 45% 

from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching “net zero” 
around 2050.

With more than 6,000 scientific references cited and 
the dedicated contribution of thousands of expert and 
government reviewers worldwide, this important report 
testifies to the breadth and policy relevance of the IPCC.
Hoesung Lee, Chair of the IPCC.

>>>
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Product Avenue

TwinCAT IoT Communicator

The TwinCAT IoT 
Communicator makes it 
easy for PLCs to 

communicate with mobile 
devices by connecting the 
TwinCAT controller directly and 
securely to a messaging service 
through TLS encryption. For 
smartphone and tablet users, the 
associated IoT Communicator 
App ensures that process data 
can be represented on all mobile devices in a clear 
overview. Alarms are sent to the device as push 
messages.

The TwinCAT 3 IoT Communicator exchanges 
data using a publish/subscribe mechanism. Since 
no special firewall settings are needed, integration 
into an existing IT network is easy. Information is 
exchanged via a message broker that uses the 
standardised MQTT protocol and acts as a central 
messaging service in a cloud or local network. A 

high level of communication 
security is guaranteed by proven 
TLS encryption (up to version 1.2).

Transmitted process data can 
be displayed on mobile devices 
using the IoT Communicator App, 
which is available for both Android 
and iOS operating systems. The 
IoT Communicator App also 
incorporates an integrated QR 
code scanner to facilitate entry of 

access data for communication between the broker 
and individual users. The TwinCAT IoT Communicator 
simplifies the transmission of push messages. It 
offers a number of advantages over conventional 
e-mail and SMS messages by visualizing live data, 
variables and status values. This makes the IoT 
Communicator an ideal addition to the related 
TwinCAT IoT and TwinCAT Analytics software 
products.  
For more details, visit: www.beckhoff.com

The TwinCAT IoT Communicator software 
and the IoT Communicator App provide 
convenient and secure access to process 

data via mobile end devices.
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Product Avenue

KUSAM-MECO Digital High Voltage Insulation Tester

KUSAM-MECO has introduced a 
new digital high voltage 
insulation resistance tester 

with polarisation index and dielectric 
absorption ratio having output 
voltage range from 500V ~ 10KV; 
Model KM 6213A IN.

The KM 6213A IN has new added 
features with a low consumption 
high performance processor. It 
displays results much faster and has 
more advanced features. It has 
automatic polarization index and 
dielectric absorption ratio 
calculations.

Results are displayed on the high contrast LCD. 
It’s convenient mounting angle makes it more 
readable for most users, in diverse working 
conditions. It has large LCD display with timer. It can 
stop the test automatically and switch the tester off 
automatically. It has very low power consumption. It 
has colour coded terminals and test leads.

The KM 6213A IN is portable, tough and rugged 
and can sustain industrial environment handling, it 

can test at voltage from as low as 
500V upto as high as 10000V, 
adjustable with a 500V step. This 
insulation tester is lightweight, 
robust and compact size. It has auto-
stop, EnerSave and is a non-
destructive tester.

It is used to test insulation 
resistance on Ceramic insulators, 
between Busbars, open circuit of 
contactors connections, insulating 
materials. It is mainly used for 
periodic measurements to ensure 
that user and equipment are safe. 
The new PI and DAR features are 

useful to schedule maintenance. The user keeps 
records of the PI and DAR results and can analyse 
these results over time.

It operates on 8 x C size 1.5V alkaline battery. It 
indicates low battery while in use. It has auto-off 
function which increases life of battery. Weight is 
approximately 3.6 kgs. It is supplied with test leads 
and operator’s manual. 
For more details, visit: www.kusam-meco.co.in

Kyoritsu launches new insulation testers

Ky o r i t s u 
launches 1KV 
i n s u l a t i o n 

testers with PI/DAR 
+ Bluetooth/
Memory. In our 
endeavour to 
provide the best in 
m e a s u r e m e n t , 
Kyoritsu has following three models available.
 KEW3551: Standard model
 KEW3552: With memory function
 KEW3552BT: With memory and Bluetooth 

communication functions
Key features of KEW 3552 BT: 
 World’s fastest measurement speed (0.5 sec.)
 Resistance test (50/100/125/250/500/1000 V) Six 

ranges available for insulation
 Insulation measurement up to 40GΩ
 Diagnostic Insulation Test: PI, DAR
Other Features of 3552:
 Short-circuit current upto 1.5mA 
 Continuity test available 40.00/400.0/4000Ω
 It comes Standard with a carry case and test 

leads with remote control switch.
 Large display with bar graph indication and 

backlight 
 Live voltage warning 
 Safety standard IEC61010 CAT 600V/CAT IV 

300V IEC61557-1,2,4
 EMC standard: IEC61326-1,-2-2 IEC60529
 IP 40
 Bluetooth communication function available on 

(KEW 3552BT)
 Memory function available (Kew 3552/3552BT)
 Clock available on (Kew 3552/3552BT)
 Auto power off 
 Automatically discharges electric charges stored 

in capacitive circuit when measurement is 
finished.

 Voltage measurement AC /DC auto detection.
 Zero Ω adjustment function 
 With elapsed time display  
 Illuminance sensor Detect ambient brightness 

and automatically turn on off light.
 Hold Function available 
 Low battery indication  
For more details, Email: info.ei@kew-india.co.in
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The lightest protection test set 
and calibrator
Our 3-phase test set CMC 430 is the newest member of the CMC family and 
combines its outstanding performance as a relay tester and calibrator with 
hybrid measurement and recording facilities. Its lightweight and rugged 
design ensures excellent portability. Appropriate software tools also allow 
numerous applications from quick manual testing to distributed scheme 
tests which makes the CMC 430 a highly fl exible solution.

Discover our new CMC family member. 

www.omicronenergy.com/newCMC430
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